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Rose slams 
Ty-breaker 
Cincinnati celebrates 
new baseball record 
CINCINNATI (AP) - Pete 
Rose wiped tears from his eyes 
and waved to fans who roared 
their approval last night after he 
broke Ty Cobb's all-time major 
league hit record. 
The hit, a single, came in the 
first inning off San Diego 
Padres' pitcher Eric Show. 
The 23-year veteran bit a 2-1 
pitch on a line drive over short- 
stop to left center field. The 
Cincinnati dugout immediately 
emptied to congratulate Rose, 
who hugged Reds owner Marge 
Schott while fireworks exploded 
overhead. 
Rose then doffed his cap and 
waved to the capacity crowd 
that jammed the 52,000-seat sta- 
dium and roared its approval for 
more than seven minutes. As the 
cheers continued, he rubbed his 
eyes and hugged his son, Petey. 
"I'm so happy for him, I just 
want to give him a big kiss." 
said his mother, La Verne Noeth. 
"I cant do anything but cry. 
Look at him. He's crying, too. 
Everybody thinks he's tough, 
but he's a very emotional per- 
son." 
ROSE'S BROTHER, Dave, 
who looks likes his twin, stood 
mute, tears flowing down his 
cheeks. "I love him, I just love 
him," he said. 
"Pete's saving baseball 
here," said Gary Wenzel, a Cin- 
cinnati fan. "They always say 
we cant compete with the big 
markets like New York, but look 
how many people are coming 
out This shows we can compete 
with George Steinbrenner with 
baseball. We've got great fans 
here." 
Jim Norris, a beer vendor, 
was hoping Rose wouldn't get 
the hit. But after the line drive 
he smiled, shrugged, and said, 
"I can't complain. It won't hurt 
my sales. People will still come 
out. We're still in a race for the 
pennant." 
Cincinnati Mayor Charles Lu- 
ken was enjoying the glow of 
Cilicity the city has received, 
said he had been willing to 
wait after Rose had gone O-for-4 
gainst the  Padres  Tuesday 
igs," Lu- 
ken said Wednesday. "I sort of 
want the party to continue." 
The city planned a simple 
bash on Fountain Square at noon 
Friday and planned to rename a 
street near the stadium after the 
Reds' player-manager. 
Rose earlier said he did not 
want to attend the celebration, 
but gave in to the city's requests 
Tuesday, saying he had just 
wanted to make sure the cele- 
bration was for the fans, not the 
politicans. 
That is the attitude that 
brought Rose back to the Reds 
last August as player-manager - 
playing to please the fans. 
'I have mixed fee 
A Ty-breaking hit 
Pete Rose mode major league history last night In the first Inning of a 
game with the San Diego Padres with a base hit into left field. Rose 
BG News File Photo/Phil Masturzo 
now has the most career hits, surpassing Ty Cobb's long standing mark 
of 4.191. 
WRQN expects little format change 
by Brian R. Ball 
copy editor 
Listeners of WRQN-93.5 FM 
can expect little change in for- 
mat despite the station's im- 
pending acquisition by a 
Cleveland-area man for "a bar- 
gain" $1.4 million. 
Joel Speiser. WRQN general 
manager, told The BG News 
yesterday that John Linn, also 
the owner of WKSY In Fort 
Wayne, is in the process of buy- 
ing the station. 
Having talked to Dan Dudley, 
an executive assistant to Linn, 
Speiser said he expects few 
changes with the acquisition. 
"I would anticipate that be 
(Linn) would make no change in 
format or in the personnel, be 
said. 
Speiser said the station was 
sold for a lot less than it was 
worth."It's a bargain," be said 
of the $1.4 million price tag. He 
added the station was probably 
worth around $2.5 million. 
WRQN has been operating un- 
der Chapter 11 of federal bank- 
ruptcy laws since April 1984. It 
was then that Neal Nussbaum, 
president of T.M.F. Inc. and sole 
stockholder In the station, tiled a 
voluntary petition in U.S. Bank- 
ruptcy Court. 
SPEISER SAID while the pur- 
chase price has been accepted, 
the application to the Federal 
Communications Commission to 
transfer the operating license 
should take 60 to 90 days. A 40- 
day grievance period follows 
which will allow for challenges 
of the transfer. He said the final 
take-over probably will not take 
effect until around January. 
FCC law prohibits a prospec- 
tive owner from initiating actual 
changes or contacting station 
personnel other than manage- 
ment before the sale is final. 
This is done so changes aren't 
made by a person denied the 
operating license, be said. 
Nussbaum was unavailable 
for comment yesterday. Linn 
was out of town and his asso- 
AIDS: Awareness heightened in Ohio 
AIDS scare intensifies 
as Midwestern cases double 
Editor's note: This is the first 
at a two-part series on AIDS. 
by MaiceOa Grande 
staff reporter 
Fear of Acquired Immune 
Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) 
continues to intensify in 
northwest Ohio as well as 
elsewhere in the nation, but 
the region has few reported 
cases compared to other 
parti of the country. 
Shortly after the mys- 
terious fatal virus came to 
public attention 2H years 
ago, there were no cases of 
AIDS reported in the city of 
Toledo, said Dr. Peter Lau. 
Red Cross director of blood 
services in Toledo. Today, 
Lau said he knows of three 
cases in Lucas County; one 
victim has died. 
Buck Harris, a gay-health 
consultant from the Ohio De- 
partment of Health, said an- 
other one of the three AIDS 
victims from Toledo is a fe- 
male who contracted AIDS 
while in Boston. She was an 
intravenous drug user and 
came home to Toledo to re- 
ceive treatment. 
According to Lynn Kon- 
chak, epidemiologist for the 
Ohio Department of Health, 
there have been 93 cases re- 
ported In Ohio as of July 1,31 
In Greater Cleveland, 13 in 
Franklin County (Columbus), 
13 in Hamilton County (Cin- 
cinnati), seven in Montgom- 
ery County (Dayton) andfour 
eacfa in Stark County (Can- 
ton), Summit County (Akron) 
and Clark County (Spring- 
field). The other 17 cases are 
scattered throughout the 
state, Konchak said. 
ACCORDING   TO   Dr. 
Joshua Kaplan, director of 
the Student Health Center, 
there have been no cases re- 
ported to the center. Confirm- 
ing Kaplan's reports, 
Konchak said there have been 
no cases reported in Wood 
Cure for commom cold, 
disease vaccines possible 
i AIDS is not prevalent 
in the Midwest, reported 
cases have more than 
doubled since June 29, 1964, 
when Ohio reported 42 cases. 
Fifty-two of these 93 AIDS 
victims have died, Konchak 
said. 
Fear about receiving blood 
from donor centers is appar- 
ent in Ohio, although the fear 
has proved invalid in the 
state. Konchak said none of 
Ohio's cases are the result of 
blood transfusions, but from 
homosexual contact and 
cases involving hemophiliacs 
and intravenous drug users 
(only five of the latter). With 
the AIDS antibody test that 
has been Implemented since 
the end of March, it is un- 
likely there will be ATDScaaes 
that result from blood trans- 
fusions. This test shows the 
presence of the AIDS anti- 
body called HTLV m. If this 
antibody is found in the blood, 
it does not necessarily mean 
the donor has AIDS or will 
have AIDS. It means that the 
donor has been exposed to the 
virus. Lau said since the Red 
Cross started using the anti- 
body test, only 0.00016 percent 
of the pints of blood donated 
have tested positive (con- 
tained AIDS antibodies). 
ACCORDING TO Frank 
Holtxhauer, chief of the Divi- 
sion of Epidemiology for the 
Ohio Department of Health, 
hemophiliacs need to supple- 
ment their blood with a dot- 
ting factor. This requires 
pooling many blood donations 
and plasma from thousands 
of people, heightening the 
WASHINGTON (AP) -Sci- 
entists said yesterday they 
have finally mapped one of 
the tiny viruses that cause the 
common cold, raising hopes 
for vaccines or other drugs to 
fight any number of life- 
threatening or merely pesky 
viral ailments. 
The findings could lead to 
new progress against dis- 
eases ranging all the way 
from sniffles to multiple scle- 
rosis to leukemia and perhaps 
even to the mysterious and 
deadly AIDS virus, the lead 
researcher, Purdue Univer- 
sity Prof. Michael Rossmann, 
said at a news conference. 
He said there was great 
scientific significance in his 
group's ability to put together 
a three-dimensional map of a 
human virus - the first time 
such a viral code has ever 
been cracked - making it 
to study exquisitely 
interactions within the 
risk' of receiving contami- 
nated blood. Those hemophi- 
liacs who have AIDS or may 
develop AIDS most likely con- 
tracted it prior to the imple- 
mentation of the antibody 
test Holtxhauer said. 
The paranoia of receiving 
blood remains, Lau said. 
Some patients who need 
transfusions are reluctant to 
receive blood. He said people 
who try to gather their Family 
and friends to donate blood 
may be worse off. because 
sometimes people don't 
really know their friends and 
• Sea AIDS, page 6. 
., he made it clear 
that drug-counter applica- 
tions of his findings are still 
bones rather than realities. 
Rossmann. whose Purdue 
team worked in collaboration 
with a University of Wiscon- 
sin group beaded by Roland 
Rueckert, said there actually 
may never be a one-shot vac- 
cine for colds because they 
can be caused by more than 
100 different viruses. 
STILL, HE said that in light 
of his group's ftadmrnT^it 
may be possible to find a cure 
for the cold that may not be 
along the lines of a classic 
vaccine" - a drug, for exam- 
ple, that would attack not the 
virus itself but would involve 
the site where the virus at- 
taches to healthy cells. 
As for broader significance, 
an official of the National 
Institute of Allergy and Infec- 
tious Diseases said in an in- 
terview that Rossmann's 
findings were "a good basic 
piece of information." 
"It takes a lot of pieces to 
put together something of 
clinical importance," added 
William Allen, a virology pro- 
gram officer for the federal 
institute, which helped pay 
for the research. 
He said Rossmann and Dr. 
Robert Gallo of the National 
Cancer Institute were al- 
ready setting up an experi- 
ment aimed at mapping 
leukemia-linked viruses us- 
ing the same high-technolgy 
processes used on the cold 
virus. The virus that appar- 
ently causes acquired im- 
mune deficiency syndrome, 
or AIDS, could eventually be 
part of that effort, though 
success in that area "Is very 
speculative," Allen said. 
ROSSMANN SAID he was 
most concerned with under 
standing viruses, but be alto 
said the new results made a 
drug «g»tn«t colds "much 
more possible, absolutely." 
dates at his Cleveland office 
would not comment on the sale. 
While not bankrupt, WRQN 
has been permitted to reorga- 
nize without the threat of law- 
suits from creditors under 
Chapter 11. The Plan of Liqui- 
dation under Chapter 11 pro- 
posed by Nussbaum was 
approved by Judge Robert Bayt 
of the Indiana Bankruptcy Court 
•See WRQN, page 6. 
Celeste 
travels 
to China 
COLUMBUS (AP) - A 38- 
raember delegation headed by 
Gov. Richard Celeste left yester- 
day on a 13-day trade mission to 
the People's Republic of China 
to promote Ohio business and 
—I and his wife. Dagmar, 
were among the state's political 
and business leaders making the 
trip. Others on the mission in- 
clude Clarence Pawlicki, direc- 
tor of the Ohio Department of 
Development, and his wife; 
State Sen. Harry Mesbel, D- 
Youngstown; Rep. Robert 
Brown. R-Perrysburg; and Phil- 
lip Code, a deputy director for 
international trade in the Devel- 
opment Department,  and his 
The delegation will make 
stops at Shanghai, Wuhan, Beij- 
ing and Hong Kong. 
While in Wuhan, the governor 
will open the five-day Ohio 
Trade Exhibition on Sept. IS. 
Forty-six companies are taking 
part in the exhibition, and 15 will 
have physical displays of equip- 
ment, models and sample prod- 
ucts. Other firms will make 
catalog and television presenta- 
tions. 
When the mission ends Sept. 
24, Celeste will travel to India, 
where be has a meeting sched- 
uled with Prime Minister Rajiv 
Gandhi, and to Austria. 
CELESTE SAID the goal of 
the mission is to build on the 
relationship Ohio established six 
years ago with Hubei Province, 
which is considered Ohio's sister 
state, and the entire Chinese 
nation. 
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Drugs break spirit 
Denny McLain and Mecury Morris - they played 
different sports, but these athletes have a lot in 
common. At one time or another each was at the 
pinnacle of his sport. 
And each was ruined by the specter of drugs. 
With drugs, particularly cocaine, becoming in- 
creasingly popular and available, temptations are 
greater than ever for the college athlete. The 
stories of these professionals serve as a plea for the 
NCAA to institute mandatory drug testing. 
McLain, a two-time 30-game-winning pitcher for 
the Detroit Tigers in the late '60s, was convicted of 
racketeering and peddling cocaine earlier this year 
after years of struggling with the drug. 
Mercury Morris was a standout running back 
with Miami during the team's glory days of the 
early '70s. A teammate, Paul Warfield, has been 
issued a place in the pro football Hall of Fame. 
Morris was issued prison stripes last year for 
dealing coke. 
Once considered to be a problem confined to high- 
paid professional athletes, evidence has been 
mounting of cocaine seeping into the bloodstream 
of college athletics. 
In the John "Hot Rod" Williams point-shaving 
trial (which was thrown out of court), the confessed 
leader of the alleged conspiracy, Gary Kranz, said 
cocaine was the ,Yhook" to bait players into throw- 
ing games. 
Tulane lost its basketball program as a result of 
the scandal. The NCAA as a whole is in danger of 
losing something far more valuable - its integrity - 
if athletes are not actively deterred from drugs. 
Over SO NCAA Division I teams have started drug 
testing programs - like the one already in use by 
the Olympic Committee - of their own. Most have 
claimed to see a need for college sports to maintain 
its "clean" image. 
The University hasn't yet decided whether to test 
athletes for drugs. We urge them to start their own 
policy, regardless of NCAA standards. 
But if collegiate sports are to remain credible 
and continue producing the athletic superstars and 
industrial titans of tomorrow, the NCAA has no 
choice but to institute a mandatory drug testing 
program for college athletes. 
A divine Donahue show 
Mom told me so 
by Mike Mclntyre 
I just hate it when my mom is 
right. 
Unf< J fortunately, that's almost 
all of the time. 
I remember when I was 
younger, Mom would always 
spout profound advice, and I, of 
course, would not heed it. 
"You're a walking cliche" I'd 
think to myself as she'd give me 
the penny saved, penny earned 
bit. 
Now I'm at college, living off- 
campus with a real budget and 
(egad) responsibilities, and I'm 
beginning to realize she was 
right all along. 
T used to spend money hand- 
over-fist, but now that penny 
saved, penny earned bit is gos- 
pel - if I want to eat, that is. 
Then there was the cleanliness 
is next to Godliness routine. 
"I'm no Mrs. Clean, but I 
couldn't live in a filthy house," 
she'd say. 
"I could live in a condemned 
house full 
infested rats, 
tort. 
I u c  ui bviniaiuira
of garbage and flea- 
  I'd proudly re- 
Oscar Madison was always 
my hero. 
But the other day, when two of 
my roommates used a pick aze 
and shovel to dig me out of the 
rubble of my bedroom, I real- 
ized it would be nice if it were 
clean. 
Two for Mom, none for me. 
Mom didn't always use cliches 
to get her point across. Some- 
times plain old hollerin' and 
threats to "knock my teeth right 
down my throat" got the Job 
done. 
I've always been the loud mu- 
sic type, a the floor doesn't 
tremble, turn up the volume. 
Mom would demand that I 
tarn the music down and I would 
reluctantly do so, thinking about 
how old-fashioned she was and 
how she didn't appreciate good 
music. 
Now I'm half deaf (really) and 
I understand why she told me to 
turn the music down. 
And Mom was also a great one 
at giving little hints about do- 
mestic chores. 
Things like, "Don't put whites, 
colors, permanent press and 
jeans in the same washload." 
When I started doing my own 
wash, however, I realized it 
would be much cheaper to stuff 
it all into one machine. 
Now I have seven blue shirts, 
two pairs of faded jeans, and an 
assortment of blue socks and 
underwear. 
Four to nothing in favor of 
Mom. 
I used to saunter into the 
kitchen, while she was slaving 
over a hot stove to make a meal 
for me and my brothers. 
That's when Mom would give 
me little hints about cooking, but 
the advice was wasted. I was 
only there to steal a taste of the 
food. 
Now my taste buds are dead. 
Yesterday, I ate my 80th grilled 
cheese sandwich this semester. 
Maybe I should have listened. 
Mom isn't as naive as I 
thought. As a matter of fact, 
she's pretty sharp. 
But there is one bit of advice I 
know I'll never follow. 
"Early to bed, early to rise 
makes a man healthy, wealthy, 
and wise," she'd say. 
Forget it I just can't get to 
sleep before midnight and 
hardly ever get up when my 
alarm clock rings. 
I guess that's one for me. 
Mclntyre, a junior journalism 
major from Lakewood, is edito- 
rial editor of the News. 
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by BUI Meldsn 
"Well, ladies and gentlemen, I 
hardly know where to begin in 
introducing my guest today. 
He's a controversial figure, 
that's for sure, and I think it's 
safe to say that everybody has 
an opinion about him. He's been 
the subject of numerous best- 
selling books and big-budget 
movies, but he is recognized 
first and foremost as a man of 
faith. So let's bring him on, 
without further ado, and you can 
judge for yourselves. Ladies and 
gentlemen, please welcome Je- 
sus Christ." (Applause; up with 
Donahue theme; fade to 6v-sec- 
ond Crystal Light spot. Return 
to close-up of Phil.) 
"Jesus Christ, ladies and gen- 
tlemen ! Boy, this is some kind of 
thrill for me, I've got to tell you. 
Why, before we came to New 
York, the best we could do was 
Billy Graham. (Laughter, ap- 
plause; reaction shot of guest, 
who is smiling.) But seriously, 
we have a lot to talk about. You 
know, Jesus - you don't mind if I 
call you Jesus? You can call me 
Phil - you know, you've been 
called the 'Prince of Peace,' but 
there isn't much peace in the 
world today. We've got political 
wars, religious wars, and now, if 
that isn't bad enough, the poli- 
ticians are trying to give us 'Star 
Wars!' (Applause; close-up of 
woman in audience who is nod- 
ding thoughtfully.) If you'll par- 
don me tor saying so, Jesus, 
some people might make the 
claim that if you're the Prince of 
Peace, you're just not doing 
Sour job! How would you react 
i those criticisms, which I'm 
sure are sincere and well-inten- 
tioned?" 
"You shall hear of wars and 
rumors of wars: see that ye be 
not troubled, for all these things 
must come to pass, but the end is 
not yet." 
"The end is not yet! Well, 
that's reassuring, I guess. We'll 
be back in just a minute."! Ap- 
plause; up with Donahue theme; 
cut to 30-second Meow Mix spot, 
30-second Maxi-Pads spot. Re- 
turn to close-up of woman in 
audience, standing with Phil. 
Woman addresses guest.) 
"I don't know how you can be 
so fatalistic about something so 
important! My little daughter 
saw a movie on nuclear war at 
her junior high school, and she's 
Letters 
been scared stiff ever since. 
With all that Reagan's doing, 
I'm getting pretty scared my- 
self. What are we supposed to 
do?" 
"Fear not them which kill the 
body, but are not able to kill the 
soul: but rather fear him which 
is able to destroy both the soul 
and body in Hell." 
(Phil raises his hand to still 
the boos and moans from the 
audience.) 
"Well, Jesus, surely you real- 
ize that it's just that kind of talk, 
that turns so many people away 
from Christianity. What about 
the ecumenical movement? 
Shouldn't we forget about anti- 
quated ideas like 'Hell,' and 
concentrate on the things we 
have in common?" 
"Suppose ye that I am come to 
give peace on earth? I tell you 
nay, out rather division. Think 
not that I am come to send peace 
on earth: I am not come to send 
peace, but a sword." 
(Reaction shot of Phil.) 
"Well, I'm amazed, Jesus. I 
think you need to talk with Leo 
Buscaglia. I think you need 
more hugs." (Applause; up with 
Donahue theme; fade to oO-sec- 
ond Weight Watchers spot. Re- 
turn to shot of Phil in audience.) 
"Help me out here. Does 
somebody have a - yes ma'am, 
you have a question for Jesus 
Christ?" 
"Yes, thank you, Phil, we all 
just love your show. Mr. Christ, 
or whatever you think we're 
supposed to call you, just what 
right do you have to be so nar- 
row-minded? Who do you think 
you are, anyway?" (Applause.) 
"All power is given unto me in 
Heaven and in earth. I and the 
Father are one. I am the way, 
the truth, and the life: no man 
cometh unto the Father, but by 
me." 
(Phil addresses guest) "Well, 
of course we can all interpret 
what you've just said for our- 
selves. But surely you're not 
going to condemn everyone who 
disagrees with you?" 
"God sent his Son into the 
world to condemn the world. He 
that believeth in him is not con- 
demned; but he that believeth 
not is condemned already, be- 
cause he hath not believed in the 
name of the only begotten Son of 
God." 
"If you don't mind me say 
so,  Jesus,  you  sure  do 
funny. Shirley Maclaine was 
here yesterday talking about 
reincarnation, and I understood 
everything she said, but you... 
Well, we're out of time; Is there 
anything you want to say to 
these folks?" 
"Come unto me, all ye who 
labor and are heavy laden, and I 
will give you rest. I have come 
that they might have life, and 
have it more abundantly." 
(Phil puts his arm around 
woman standing in audience, 
who addresses guest. As she 
speaks, Donahue theme begins, 
and credits roll.) "I don't trust 
you and all your fancy words, 
Mr. Christ! I think everybody is 
OK, and nobody should condemn 
anything! Why, you don't hear 
Phil condemning anybody, and 
he's as good a man as you'll ever 
meet! H you want my opinion 
(Fade to black.) 
Editor's note: All quotes in 
this column by Jesus Christ 
were taken directly from the 
King James version of the Bible. 
Melden, a freelance writer from 
Chattanooga, Tenn., lives In 
Bowling Green and is a column- 
ist for the News. 
RMS TITANIC 
LOST APRIL H, 1912 
REST™PEACE 
Arrestees innocent 
until proven guilty 
I would like to reaffirm my 
"ridiculous and senseless" opin- 
ion regarding the recent arrests. 
I'll start with some questions. 
Is there anything more "ridicu- 
lous and senseless" (not to men- 
tion libelous) than to refer to 
someone who has not been found 
guilty of anything as an of- 
fender? As in "... seems to be 
in defense of the 11 offenders" 
(Thomas Cirner's letter, BG 
News, Sept. 9). 
To date four of those arrested 
have entered guilty pleas and 
been sentenced; the others are 
innocent until found otherwise. 
No? 
Who are the victims in these 
crimes? From what I have gath- 
ered all of the arrests involved 
an alleged offender and a police 
officer misrepresenting himself. 
Where is the victim in this sce- 
nario? Did any private citizen 
press "importuning" charges? 
Did those three lines (misre- 
ported, by the way) on page 6A 
of USA TODAY really bring 
untold shame upon the Univer- 
sity? And if they did wasn't the 
story about the arrests, not 
about homosexuality? I do not 
condone the type of activity that 
was supposedly going on in Uni- 
versity Hall's restrooms. But if 
complaints were mounting, 
there were countless other ap- 
Elaches the University could 
ve taken besides the homo- 
phobic, Ramboesque "under- 
cover investigation" it chose. 
This "activity1' had apparently 
been going on quietly for years. 
Why not devise an equally quiet 
way of stopping it? The unfortu- 
nate publicity has occurred 
solely because of the activity of 
law enforcement agencies. 
And finally to Mr. Criner and 
his probable legion of followers-. 
I don't like sexual deviants peer- 
ing over the door of my bath- 
room stall either, but when a 
University helps launch this 
kind of investigation (which as 
far as any of us know continues 
as I write), how do you tell the 
difference between these sexual 
deviants and the representa- 
tives of big brother? Because it 
seems to me, of late, that big 
brother's representatives have 
been doing more sneaking 
around in public toilets than any 
other group on campus. 
Steve Hesske 
English Dept. 
Service questioned 
at BGSG bookstore 
I have a few questions for the 
faculty, staff, and students of 
Bowling Green State Univer- 
sity: 
Why do you shop at the Uni- 
versity Bookstore even though 
prices are almost always higher 
there than at the other two 
bookstores in town? 
Why do throngs of students put 
3> with long lines at the Univer- 
ty Bookstore to pay these 
higher prices when the other two 
bookstores in town manage to 
get people through two times 
quicker* 
Why do undergraduate stu- 
dents, especially, shop at the 
University Bookstore, where the 
obvious attitude of the store's 
managers toward students is 
one of condescension and al- 
most-hostile mistrust? 
Why do you shop at the Uni- 
versity Bookstore when, if a 
book is mislabled or a return 
BLOOM COUNTY 
must be made for a good reason, 
you must stand in another line 
awaiting the opportunity to face 
an inquisitor to whom you must 
justify, in the most obsequious 
terms, your return? 
Why do you put up with curt, 
antagonistic sales and manage- 
ment people whose main con- 
cern seems to be to catch you in 
the act of pilfering a gum eraser 
when, instead of shopping at the 
University Bookstore, you could 
go to one of the other bookstores 
and, instead, be accosted by 
employees ready to find what 
you need for you or, at least, 
point you directly to where you 
want to go? 
Why do you shop at the Uni- 
versity Bookstore at all, where 
"customer satisfaction" has 
about as much importance to the 
managers of the place as it did 
for the managers of the "com- 
pany stores" of the mining dis- 
tricts of Kentucky in the 1930's? 
(Maybe it's because you can 
charge it to your Bursar's bill.) 
Brace E. McGarvey 
Graduate student 
American Studies 
Arrests uncovered 
tip of the iceberg 
My shock after reading nu- 
merous articles relative to the 
sex scandal at Bowling Green 
State University is not that this 
is occurring, but that the author- 
ities have decided to act against 
those individuals violating legal 
and community moral stan- 
dards. 
As the 1964 book The Lecher- 
ous Professor (Boston, Beacon 
Press) eloquently documents, 
sex between professors and stu- 
dents is extremely common, of- 
ten contains elements of 
coercion, and administrators 
tend to turn a blind eye and deaf 
ear to its occurrence. 
When I was on the faculty at 
Bowling Green, I mentioned sev- 
eral times to the authorities 
relative to what I thought was 
wholly inappropriate behavior 
taking place among students 
and faculty. I was politely told to 
keep my morals to myself. Pos- 
sibly the situation is now such 
that University officials feel 
they must respond. Unfortu- 
nately, the recent arrests have 
only uncovered a small part of 
the tip of the iceberg. 
This situation is simply a re- 
flection of the well-known socio- 
logist Rodney Starks' 
observation, printed in Time, 
Sept. 2, 1965, p. 57, that "anti- 
religion and amorality have in 
fact been spreading in the public 
schools" and the colleges and 
universities as well. 
by Berke Breathed 
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Zoning board to meet on mall proposal 
The Center Township zoning 
commission will meet Tuesday 
to vote on a proposal to build the 
$20 million Woodlands Mall on 
Ohio Route 25 off of Newton 
Road,   across   from   Ralph 
Thayer Chevrolet. 
The location was suggested by 
the Mall Company, from Alli- 
ance, Ohio, after Bowling 
Green's Planning Commission 
Board and City Council denied a 
request six months ago that 
would have placed the mall 
within city limits. 
The township's Board of 
Trustees will make a final deci- 
sion next week. 
Board member Gerald Riden- 
hour declined to comment until 
after the meetings. 
If the boards agree on the 
location, city planning commi- 
sion director Dave Miesmer be- 
lieves the mall could be 
completed in nine months. He 
said groundbreaking could be- 
gin in early spring. 
"The exact details haven't 
been formulated," Miesmer 
said. "It's in basic conformity 
with Wood County's land use 
plan and the city of Bowling 
Green's master plan." 
The master plan delineates 
the Newton Road area as land 
that could be commercially or 
industrially developed, he said. 
Miesmer said the mall would 
be smaller than Southwyck Mall 
in Toledo. 
Car donated to 
campus police 
For crime prevention purpose 
Spreading the news about 
crime prevention at the Uni- 
versity has been made easier 
through a donation by a local 
car dealership. 
A 1973 full-size Chevrolet 
worth $1,500 was given to the 
University by Paul Thayer, 
owner of Thayer Chevrolet, 
North Dixie Highway. 
Sgt. Charlotte Starnes, Uni- 
versity crime prevention offi- 
cer, has been using the car 
since July. Starnes is using 
the vehicle to transport sup- 
plies and equipment to crime 
prevention programs. 
"This will make getting to 
our programs easier, and will 
keep our officers from being 
interrupted from their nor- 
mal duties," Starnes said. 
In the past police cruisers 
were used for the crime pre- 
vention program, she said. 
Thayer said, "Some people 
out there have been good to 
me. I felt some obligation to 
them and to the University." 
Reggae bands back by popular demand 
by Patti Skinner 
staff reporter 
Bowling Green reggae fans may want to 
be in the Grand Ballroom at 8 p.m. tomor- 
row night for a concert with two bands, 
First light and Crucial DBC. 
The eight members of Crucial have all 
been students at the University and have a 
strong local following, according to Nor- 
man Jones, the group's lead singer. He 
said DBC doesn't stand for anything. 
Crucial was voted the third best band in 
Bowling Green last February in a survey 
by The BG JVews Friday Magazine. 
He said after the good turnout for Cru- 
dal's show at last year's Spring Fest, the 
University Activities Organization was 
interested in sponsoring another reggae 
concert this fall. 
Eric Rosenberg, director of UAO's Spot- 
light Entertainment Committee whicn is 
responsible for organizing the event, 
agreed that Crucial proved their sucess at 
Spring Fest. 
ACCORDING TO Rosenberg. UAO is 
planning more small concerts of this type 
throughout the year. 
"UAO is changing and doing new things 
this year. Our goal is to hit specific audi- 
ences," he saidT 
First Light, a Cleveland-based band, 
appeared in Bowling Green last year and 
got a good response, according to their 
manager Chris Dunmore. The band 
formed in March last year, and Dunmore 
said they have a following among Cleve- 
land students on campus. 
First Light recently released their first 
album "Musical Uprising" and Dunmore 
said they are becoming known beyond 
Cleveland. 
UAO Is co-sponsoring the concert with 
the Caribbean Association. Errol Lam, 
faculty adviser for the Caribbean Associa- 
tion, approached UAO about co-sponsoring 
the event because reggae came from Ja- 
maica, a Caribbean nation. 
The Carribean Association is a new 
organization at the University and has 
about 10 members. Helping to promote this 
concert has been their first activity. 
"I think it's a good sign that UAO wants 
our help because they are taking us se- 
riously.   Lam said. 
Admission to the concert is $1.50. 
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WELCOME TO 
KAPPA DELTA! 
KAPPA 
S 
CATHY ALFARO 
SANDRA BROWN 
KATHY CMOK 
CHRIS CONKLIN 
SINDY CRAIG 
USA DOUGLAS 
JENNIFER FEIGHNER 
DONNA HARRELL 
AMY HUTCHINS 
TRACY MAIN 
MICHELLE MCDANIEL 
BETH MCGOUGH 
ANNE MEYER 
TRACEY MILLER 
1985 
FALL 
JENNIFER MGLLIN 
SUSAN NANCE 
ANN-MARIE NATARO 
JEAN PERDUE 
BETSY ROGERS 
DONNA SHUFF 
MARTHA STRAUCH 
JODY WALTERS 
PLEDGE CLASS 
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Corduroy Weekend 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. 
Corduroy Coordinates 
by "That's me" 
skirts, pants, jackets 
cranberry or plum 
30% off 
Cord Pants 
12 colors 
20% off 
Cord kg 
Ml styles 
20% off 
Cord Jumpers 
pkm or blae 
20% off 
Dke Ponder Puff 
525 A?Jy, Si. 
Seniors! 
Time 
is running out 
for senior 
portraits 
Appointments are filling fasti 
Don't be left out. cell 372-8086 today 
Photo sittings now through next Friday. 
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Call The KEY at 372-8086 or stop by our office at 28 West Hall. 
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Decorum makes 
dorms liveable 
Many students 
resourceful 
by Vakrta Lonaro 
reporter 
Living in a residence hall 
doesn't mean you have to be 
confined to a cell. It can be 
comfortable, decorative and, 
more importantly, within your 
budget. 
"I didn't spend a dime to deco- 
rate; I Just cleared out my 
house," said Jeff Mack, fresh- 
man business major. 
Mack and his four roommates 
have used fish nets, posters and 
art drawings to furnish their 
room. 
"TJje dorm room serves as an 
escape from college. People like 
to personalize their rooms and 
make it look like home," said 
Phil Ciouse, Junior adverstising 
Mike Burnett, freshman art major, and Jeff Mack, freshman business major, relax In their newly created 
in Mooney Hall. 
BG News/Alex Horvath 
living room in a five-person room 
usually decorate 
with inexpensive items which 
express their interests. 
AWe use whatever is cheap 
and looks good. Last year we 
had a fish net with shells and of 
course, the usuals - pictures and 
posters," said Terri Holly, soph- 
omore public relations major. 
Many students choose to have 
a loft in their dorm rooms. The 
benefits include more space and 
a decorative look. It also allows 
residents to put furniture from 
home in their rooms such as 
couches, bean bags or stereo 
consoles. 
"Our loft cost $75, which 
might seem expensive, but we 
like the idea of more space," 
said Terri Shive, junior speech 
and hearing major. 
Plants are another way to add 
life to the glorious four walls. 
University Activities Organiza- 
tion has organized a plant sale 
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Sept. 23-25 
at trie Promenade Lounge on the 
second floor of the University 
Union. 
"The majority of all plants are 
sold to dorm residents," said 
Sue Herner, exhibits director in 
charge of the sale. "It's an inex- 
pensive way to decorate and it's 
convenient for the students." 
Some students bring room 
decorations from borne. It's 
practical, cost-free and allows 
students to bring a part of home 
with them. 
THE ALL NEW 
MR. SO JAMES 
Y       5«Night      ^ 
THURSDAY 7:00-9:00 p.m. 
.so 
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY 
MEXICAN FOOD & MARGARITAS 
• STEAK BURRITOS 
• NACHOS 
• TACOS 
5-10 pm 
SPECIAL 3 TACO'S «./, $2.00 
r-Dateline  
Thursday, Sept. 12 
A self defense and karate 
workshop will be held at 6 
run. in 118 Eppler Center. 
The free workshop will in- 
volve a discussion of self pro- 
tection and actual 
participation In defense 
drills. The workshop is being 
sponsored by the Bowling 
Green American Karate Sys- 
tem Club and is open to the 
public. 
Sunday, Sept. 15 
The United Christian 
Fellowship (UCF) and four 
Bowling Green churches are 
sponsoring a New Student 
Dinner at the UCF Center, 313 
Thurstin. The dinner is free 
and  reservations   may   be 
made by calling 352-7534. All 
students are welcome. 
Vernon Wolcott will give an 
organ recital sponsored by 
the College of Musical Arts at 
3 p.m. at the First Presbyte- 
rian Church located on 126 S. 
Church St. The recital is part 
of a program celebrating 
Bach's 300th birthday and is 
free and open to the public. 
SIDEWALK SALE 
THURS..FRI. &SAT. 
1.95-5.00 
TABLE 
Socks     Belts 
Tops     Shorts 
Pants, Etc. 
Values up to 29.95 
5.95-10.00 
TABLE 
Tops     Shorts 
Sweaters 
Jeans,    Etc. 
Values up to 31.95 
9.95 
TABLE 
Tops     Shorts 
Pants     Jackets 
Etc. 
Values up to 39.95 
HUNDREDS OF ITEMS TO CHOOSE FROM 
LEE - LEVI - DEE CEE - ELY WALKER - 
& UNDERGROUND! Inside Bargains 20%-50% OFF 
Jeans 'N Things for Guys NGOU 
531 Ridge 
FREE PARKING IN THE BACK 
Op«n Thur«. 10-8, Fri. 10-5:30, Sot. 10-5:30 
ARE YOUR PARENT(S) 
DESERVING OF THE 
PARENT(S)OFTHE-YEAR" 
AWARD? 
Then enter the 
Parent(s)-of-the-Year 
Essay Contest 
Winners receive: 
•Dinner at Aspen and Kaufman's 
•Tickets  to the  Parent's  Day football 
game 
•Tickets to the Parent's Day Show 
•And much more 
Applications are available in the University 
Activities Organization office, third floor, 
Union, Monday-Friday, Sept. 16-20. All ap- 
plications must be received by Friday, Sept. 
20 at 5:00 p.m. 
r 
Cash & Carry 
FTD SERVICE AVAILABLE 
Sweetheart Roses    $ £> ; 
Daisies 
Carnations 
(tfttgng) 
ItfildlifY 
A V <& ^7       434E.WOOSTER    \£ 
^ IN THE DAIRY QUEEN BLDG.   (J> 
* •*—   -     -—--—■■ 
- 
COLLEGE NIGHT 
ON 
"THIRST -DAY" NIGHT 
For the 18+ over crowd 
'Dancing starts at 8 p.m. 
*Greeks are always welcome 
•••••••••••••••• 
BE THERE TONIGHT!! 
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Placement Services offers career workshops 
by JuHc Fauble and contacting prospective employers,      techniaues of interviewine. she added      merit Office. nmhi»m. Kk. hm» »n n™oni.ft»,«..„K.. by Julie Fauble 
staff reporter 
Placement Services will sponsor Su- 
per Start Saturday, a three-part 
workshop designed to help students 
who will soon be seeking jobs, this 
weekend. 
There will be a job hunting workshop 
that will examine both traditional and 
innovative techniques for identifying 
t ti  r ti l r , 
including career days, job agencies 
and placement services, according to 
JoAnn Kroll, director of University 
Placement Services. 
There will also be a workshop on 
resume writing which will include a 
slide presentation showing the devel- 
opment and use of targeted resumes, 
Kroll said. The third workshop will 
cover the different stages, styles and 
q g, . 
The workshops are designed for 
graduating seniors and graduate stu- 
dents in their last year of study, Kroll 
said. She added that to attend, students 
should bring the handouts in the Job 
Search Manual. Students may get man- 
uals at one-hour orientation meetings 
either 3:30 p.m. today or 11:30 a.m. 
tomorrow in the Grand Ballroom, or 
they may pick them up at the Place- 
nt ffi . 
THE PURPOSE of the workshops 
and the function of the Placement 
Services "is to prepare students for the job search by teaching the requisite 
skills needed to present themselves 
respectably to prospective employ- 
ees," Kroll said. V ' 
Kroll said the workshops addressed 
problems like how to orga ize thoughts 
before an interview. Kroll suggested 
students write out answers to some 
commonly asked questions, not to 
memorize them, but to help learn a 
professional, polished way of an- 
swering them. 
Kroll recommends students attend 
the workshops because the preparation 
impresses interviewers favorably. 
Managers participate 
in purchasing program 
Purchasing managers and di- 
rectors from more than 30 top 
national companies will partici- 
pate in a purchasing manage- 
ment program at the University 
next week. 
"It's hard for managers to 
take a full week away from their 
responsibilities, so we have to 
offer a good program to attract 
such managers, said George 
Howick, director of the Manage- 
ment Center. "Aside from the 
University, only Michigan State 
University and Arizona State 
University have hosted the pro- 
gram." 
Howick said the National As- 
sociation of Purchasing Man- 
agement   is   coming   to   the 
University Sept. 15-20 because of 
the reputation of the purchasing 
management program. 
"We've been named as having 
one of the best purchasing man- 
agement programs in the coun- 
try," he said. "Last year 100 
percent of the undergraduate 
Echasing management ma- 
i were placed before gradua- 
i." 
Howick said purchasing man- 
agement majors will be invited 
to talk with the visiting man- 
agers during an evening pro- 
gram that week. 
"Basically, the director of 
purchasing is responsible for 
negotiating and purchasing any- 
thing a company buys," Howick 
said. 
Elections set for tomorrow 
Candidates promise improved BSU 
by Caroline Langer 
staff reporter 
The image of Black Student 
Union is going to be on its way 
up, according to the three 
unopposed candidates cam- 
paigning for positions in to- 
morrow's election. 
Cassie Madden, sophomore 
international studies major 
and candidate for president, 
said last year's BSU adminis- 
tration did not set a good 
example for the campus com- 
munity. 
"Everything was in an up- 
roar. There was no together- 
ness - no unity," she said. 
George Fields, senior ra- 
dio-tv-fum major and candi- 
date for vice president of 
operations, said "People 
aren't interested in getting 
into an organization that 
doesn't have a good track 
record." 
Madden said she wants to 
reconstruct that bad BSU 
image. 
"I want to let people know 
that BSU is back," she said. 
"I will not let BSU go down 
the drain." 
Fields said BSU can be a 
strong force on campus if 
people put the effort into it. 
He said that he would like to 
see an attempt made to re- 
cruit new members and "get 
people psyched, active and 
ready to work" on the various 
projects BSU hopes to ac- 
complish. 
Madden said she aims to 
unite black students into a 
political body that will sup- 
port blacks. She added that it 
would not be a militant body. 
William Jackson, senior 
procurement and operations 
double-major and candidate 
for vice president of business, 
explained that many people 
on campus do not realize the 
needs of black students. 
Blacks are moved into 
dorm rooms with whites their 
freshman year and there can 
be problems because of their 
cultural differences, such as 
taste in music, he said. 
"We don't want to be sepe- 
rate, but it's not easy to inte- 
grate. Blacks need a place to 
go," Jackson said. He added 
that BSU needed unity to pro- 
vide such a place. 
Madden said she plans to 
get speakers on campus to 
discuss current issues, such 
as apartheid. 
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— PurcelFs Is _ 
— Checking — 
Hockey Equipment Prices 
With This Ad Receive 
FREE skate sharpening or 
1 roll of tape with 
the purchase of      PUIXCK-JS 
any brand stick      «•* SHO^SI* 
MASTERCARD & 
VISA ACCEPTED 
131 WVItxaur Street 
SovUnj Green, ONo 4340! 
(4») 358 6S64 
NVili » H3dOOO » NVXU. « NVLISIUHO » 0OO<WU3HS 
( 
MAKE YOUR BREAK 
TO DENTLEY'S! 
# 
You deserve a break and 
Bentley's in the Holiday 
Inn, has just the right 
deals for you. Monday through 
Saturday enjoy special drinks at special 
prices! And, don't forget the Bentley's 
Happy Hour, every night from 4-9 pm 
featuring our famous Sip n Dip! Make 
your break a "Bentley's break!" 
Bentley'j in the Holiday Inn-Bowling Green 
1550 E. Woott.r St. • Bowling Gr»en, OH 43402 • 352-5211 
*\\OU4X 
S>\rv 
<U) 
• USG • USG • USG • USG • USG • USG • USG • USG • USG • 
L)na»iQtartuj|t &iud«nl GovCnffn! USG is now 
filling positions 
for undergraduate 
representatives for 
university committees. 
APPLICATIONS ARE NOW 
AVAILABLE 
IN 405 STUDENT SERVICES 
DEADLINE SEPT.13,1985 
USG « USG ' USG » USG » USG ' USG » USG ' USG * USG • 
WfefeE BACK.' 
GKEMUNS 
AT 7:30 & 9:30 
EVES,AbuLTs ii.50 
WED. STUDENT NIGHT 
ONLY S2.00 
/COMEDY STARRING 
MICHAEL J. FOX OF 
"BACK TO THS FUTURE"' 
AT 7:30 &   9:15 
IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL? 
WE HAVE THE CUREll 
12953 KRAMER RD. 
- B.G. - 
Id LARGEST 
AND MOST 
COMPLETE 
IMPORT 
FACILITY 
— ->■•-- ' 
THE BG NEWS 
has moved to West Hall 
(Old music building, adjacent to Administration Building) 
352-7031 
* 
—I 
I 
ft 
AOMIN. 
M.OG. HALL 
|Ji 
WILLIAMS 
! UNIV. 
HAIL 
EDITORIAL DEPT. 
210 West Hall 
372-2602,3, and 4 
ADVERTISING DEPT. 
214 West Hall 
372-2601,5,and 6 
PRODUCTION DEPT. 
206 West Hall 
372-8096 
Stop in and see how we've grown! 
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WRQN    Continued from page 1. 
on June 5,1965. 
At that time, there were two 
offers to buy the station. Roger 
Ingram, general manager of 
WZPL in Indianapolis, said his 
station was also interested in 
purchasing the station but lost 
out last month when Linn out- 
bidded his station. 
AIQC        Continued from 
family. 
While it is not a law that all 
blood banks must use the 
antibody test, Lau said that 
all 57 Red Cross blood bank 
centers and their mobile units 
use the test as recommended 
by the Food & Drug Adminis- 
tration. Lau said other blood 
According to the amended dis- 
closure statement proposed on 
May 10, 1965, to the Northern 
District Court in Lafeyette, Ind., 
Nussbaum blamed the lack of 
success on unrealistic sales pro- jections and high operating 
costs. 
pagel. 
donor centers are using the 
test. "Probably everybody 
is," be added. 
Since the test has been 
used, Holtzhauer said less 
than 0.2 percent of the pints of 
blood donated in the country 
have contained the AIDS anti- 
body. "Ohio runs closely to 
those statistics," he said. 
Urge One Item Pizza 
*5.25 
352-3551 expires: 9 20-85 we deliver 
Cold King Kegs, 24 Returnm 
Sunday 
Wine Sales 
We Have Long Neck Returnables, 
Coolers (Bartles and James, 
Seagrams, California, White 
Mountain and two-liter sun 
2 Liter Pepsi & Diet Pepsi $1.09 
Lay's Doritos 7*0*. $1.09 
6 pk. Cans R.C. Cola        $1.29 
COLD BEER, WINE, 24 RETURNABLES, 
WINE COOLERS, 2 LITER 4 PK, WHITE 
MOUNTAIN 
MYLrS 
RACKETEER'S 
4.54 b   WOOSIbR IN IHb D.Q. BUILDING 
Your Party Headquarters 
"*r 
viA   18 *J, 
& 
B. o parr of MtSTOlT at it unfold* of BGSU't Doyt Parry 
Fl.ld this fall. Haltman Trophy and All-Amarlcan candidate 
Brian McClura it 6'6" of racord brooking quarterback, ta 
rhara at ha gunt for Doug Flutia't NCAA career patting 
yardage racord I 
GET YOUR ALL-SPOtTS PASS TODAY AND CATCH AIL THE 
ACTION. IE A PA«T OF ITI 
SUPPORT YOUR 
BGSU FALCONS! 
WEAR ORANGE! 
Snow bills remain unpaid 
by PhUHp B. Wilton 
staff reporter 
Unpaid snow removal bil- 
lings from last winter will 
stfflcostO city residents who 
have refused to pay their 
bills, the Bowling (keen City 
Council has ruled. 
An emergency clause ordi- 
nance passed by the council 
last Tuesday will add the 
charges to the citizens' real 
estate tax duplicates in 1986. 
According to David Barber, 
city public works director, 
the situation started when the 
city tried to do citizens a 
favor. 
"We realised our snow 
plows created a problem 
pushing snow up on the side- 
walks. To try and eliminate 
that problem, we pushed the 
snow to the center of the 
street, not the sides, and 
came back with additional 
equipment to dean the snow 
up/7hesak!. 
In doing this service, over 
160 sidewalks were also 
cleaned. Because the city 
paid contractors $1,290, the 
people were billed for that 
service. Barber said. 
VELMA SHAW, manager 
of Field Manor Apartments at 
9» East Wooster St, dis- 
agrees. Shaw said the city has 
not handled the situation in 
business-like fashion. 
"I'm disgusted. They're 
trying to capitalize here ... 
get more money out of the 
people," she «»M 
"I (eel it's my responsibil- 
ity to take care of the walks 
for the students but on that 
particular day, the boy hired 
couldn't work/' Shaw said. 
Barber said snow removal 
is a problem found in most 
cities, but the city couldn't 
ignore the wages and liability 
insurance cost of the workers, 
so the residents must pay. 
"We've always had the 
right to clean someone's side- 
walk and bill them," he said. 
According to city law, fail- 
ure to clean snow off of their 
sidewalks could cost citizens 
a lot of money this winter. 
The ordinance states that offi- 
cials may ticket anyone who 
has failed to remove snow 
from a sidewalk within 24 
hours of a snowfall. 
A to Z 
DATA CENTER 
PAPERS THESIS DISSERTATIONS 
'I DAY TURN AROUND 
ON PAPERS 
•DISCOUNTS 
_C^± (■Wraana' 
•OTHER BENEFITS 
CALL FOR MORE DETAILS 
CALL FOR MORE DETAILS 
352-5042 
' (between Penney'* ft Ben Franklin) 
REGGAE RHYTHMS 
Thursday, Sept. 12 
8:00 fun. 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom, Union 
*1.50 
fta/urina 
FIRST LIGHT 
CRUCIAL D.B.C. 
BFOUakt   to  uou   »u 
THE UNIVERSITY ACTIVITIES ORGANIZATION 
and 
THE CARIBBEAN ASSOCIATION 
30KM8 
mA&M rir/\ 
- & ' 
Now, choose the eye color 
that's just right for you. 
Ask us about NaturalTint,Msott 
contact lenses by Bausch&Lomb. 
Whan yov want to change your natural ay* color, liv*n up 
your ova* with NaturalTint toft contoct l*nt*t. Avoilobl* 
In crystal biua, oqua, jod. and tabl*. they'll haip you look 
your boat whll* improving your vitlon. Of court*, th* only 
way to find out how good you'll look it to try on a pair 
of NaturalTint Ions** for yourtaff. Call ut today for an 
appointment. 
Contact Specials ————— 
B11 Natural Tint Contacts *75.M 
BtlExtandadWaar Contacts 'Sf.00 
Parma Flatt Extended-Wear Contacts ..   .. tf.OO 
Hydron Daily Wear Soft Lansos »3f.M 
Professional Fees 4 StfllizotIon Extra 
 Eyas Examined by Dr. S. Shiff  
Burlington Optical Inc. 
UHI. W**at*r, Staalna Man, ft****Or***ISM5II 
1«M S. t*ya*laa U., leteee M3-MM 
SIM syfraata Av*.. Tola** 472-11 IS 
i— 
I Haircut 
I Hours 
•xplret 917-85 ROQ. $1 0 
$5 ^ 5 Mon. - 9:30 - 5:00 
T, W, TH, - 9:30 - 6:30 
■ Frl. - 9:30 -7:00 
I Sat.-0:30-4:00 
TH£ HAIR REPAIR 
Include 
shampoo 
I"Wh*r* quality cotam tint" 
located In the Stadium View Shopping Center I 
L. 
Lota Leah Suite I 352-2566 
■ aaaaaaaM^aaaaaa 
SThe Gavel\ 
ORGANIZATIONAL 
MEETING 
Those interested in writing, 
editing & photography should 
attend this important meeting 
Tues., Sept. 17, 7 p.m. 
Phi Mu House 
For additional information call 
352-2184, Rhonda Chambers, Editor 
ADVERTISING SALES 
REPRESENTATIVES 
Please   contact   the 
Manager at 372-2606. 
Advertising 
Applications will be available to qual- 
ified individuals interested in becoming 
officers of the Board of Black Cultural 
Activities until September 13, 1985, at 
the following locations: 
•Office of Minority Affairs 
424 Student Services Bldg. 
•Minority Student Activities Office 
3rd floor University Union 
•Black Student Union Office 
405 Students Services Bldg., Room 408 
•Department of Ethnic Studies 
117 Shalzel Hall 
All applications must be returned by 
noon, Sept. 16 to Minority Student 
Activities Office. 
For more information about these offices and 
the organization as well, there will be an 
INFORMATION NIGHT Wed. & Thurs., 
Sept. 11 & 12, 7 p.m., in the Amani or contact 
Jackie Sanders at 3724532 or Tony Franklin 
at 372-5701. 
ELECTIONS TUESDAY, SEPT. 17 
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A sport for kids of all ages 
Youth soccer is experiencing growing pains in northwest 
Ohio, but nobody Is calling a doctor. 
Instead, more and more soccer leagues are growing at a 
rate approaching that of the national debt. 
In the soccer program in Sylvania, for example, less than 
four years ago about 300 youths participated. Now, more than 
3,000 youngsters are playing in the program. Leagues start at 
the age of 5. 
"Soccer is Just growing in leaps and bounds in northwest 
Ohio," youth soccer coach and official Brian Cairns said. "I 
believe soccer has become more popular than baseball among 
youngsters, not only here, but everywhere. It's the fastest 
growing sport -next to girls - for young boys." 
The growth of youth soccer prompted the University's 
Athletic Department and soccer coach Gary Palmisano to 
bring the Toledo Trust/BGSU Soccer Cup here last weekend. 
Sixteen youth teams ages 12 and under and 14 and under took 
to the University's fields. 
Palmisano said the timing was right to unite the youth 
soccer community and the University community. 
"I've waited five years until the time was right to have the 
tournament," be said. "The sport is growing everywhere like 
it has in Sylvania. Growth like mat isn't the exception 
anymore: it s become the rule in soccer." 
Soccer isn't just popular with the kids; it is just as enjoyable 
for the parents. 
"The game is Just great for kids," said Nick Toth, a parent 
who was viewing one of the tournament games. "I'm a football 
coach, so it is ironic that my son plays soccer. But soccer is a 
better sport for the younger kids than football is." 
Deanna Ziegler, whose husband, Ken, coaches a team, and 
whose sons Kirk, 12, and Kevin, 2, participate in the sport, has 
grown to love soccer. 
"You have to when you're always going to tournaments," 
she said. "Kirk started showing Kevin how to play when he 
was only 9 months old. I guess you could say Kevin was raised 
by the soccer ball." 
(top left) Coach Brian Calms leads the Sylvania Pacesetters "75 team in a spirit yell before starting the second half of a 
game, (above) Perrysburg and Pacestters player fight for the ball during the championship game, (lower right) Excited 
Pacesetter parents Martha llg (left) and Mary Mayer cheer for their sons Alex and Jared. 
(middle left) One of the youngest booters 
Kevin Ziegler, 2, kicks a ball In his playpen 
with big brother Kirk, 12. (above left) Seve- 
ral hundred spectators watched the tourna- 
ment games, (lower right) Soccer players 
collect patches from tournaments and other 
teams. 
Story by 
Ron Fritz 
Photos by 
Joe Phelan 
Kevin Hopkins 
TEACH A 
MNLCOURSE 
The University Activ- 
ities Organization is 
looking for talented in- 
dividuals to teach mini- 
courses starting Septem- 
ber 23. The following 
list of classes has been 
requested for the year, 
but we are not limited to 
these areas alone. 
• Gourmet cooking 
• Financial planning 
• Furniture 
refinishing 
• Golf 
• Beginning   needle- 
point 
• Beginning knitting 
• Basic photgraphy 
• Pottery 
• Quilting 
• Stress   manage- 
ment 
• Joy of wine 
• Fashion, wardrobe 
coordinating 
•Beginning tennis 
• Assertiveness 
• Auto care 
• Bicycling 
• Houseplants & 
gardening 
• Weight training 
& life cycles 
• Beginning piano 
• Flower arranging 
• Ice skating 
• Cross country 
skiing 
• Candy making 
• Karate 
• Time management 
• Introduction to 
cheeses 
• Handling Burnout 
• Buying a home 
or renting smart 
• Changing careers 
• Woodworking 
• Beginning typing 
• Tax strategies 
• Memory 
improvement 
• Income tax 
preparation 
• Art of stenciling 
• Insurance planning 
• Understanding the 
stock market 
• Retirement 
planning 
• Beginning guitar 
• Mixology 
For more 
information, 
contact the UAO 
office, 372-2343 
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U.S. Open was worth a Saturday of TV 
ATYPICAL 
CONVERSATION ONE 
SATURDAY AFTERNOON: 
C'mon Joe, let's watch's some 
TV. 
I don't know, Ken. Is there 
anything on right now. ? 
Sure! There's gotta be a 
Godzilla movie on, or we 
can even watch the girls on 
American Bandstand. 
50* OFF 
Any -mil 10" pic 
> tub 
SI™ ^1 (0**C—•*•*«• 
pBtersMoP8 l^i^XI   OPIN4PITI 
MMHt 
VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B.C. 
Okay, okay. There's nothing 
else to do. I'll turn it on. 
<dick) (flip Op flip) 
Hey, hey, slow down! What 
was that on channel 8? 
Oh, it's only tennis. No one 
watches tennis. It's booooring. 
Tennis has always been a 
game reserved for the elite of 
society. Typical guys on the 
street just don't sit down and 
watch tennis. 
They want crunching bones, 
blood and CBS chalkboards to go 
with their Budweiser. Service 
breaks, lobs and strawberries 
and cream just don't go over 
well with the pot-bellied man 
sitting in the easy chair. 
These guys just don't know 
what they're missing. All they 
had to do was watch last week's 
U.SOpen. 
I'm gonna switch the channel, 
Ken. 
No way! Let's give these guys a 
chance. Didyouseethosetwogo 
at it? Amazing! 
Yeah, suuuure. It was 
probably the most exciting point 
allyear. 
The U.S. Open featured two 
weeks of the most excitable 
tennis one could imagine. 
Sideline 
by Tom Skcrnlvitz 
sports reporter 
The man everyone loves to 
hate. John McEnroe, was in the 
spotlight again. McEnroe is to 
tennis what Larry Bird is to 
basketball and Wayne Gretzky 
to hockey. 
The people come to 
see McEnroe, and the top seed 
gave them their money's worth. 
McEnroe gave Sweden's 
Joakim Nysfrom lesson in 
tennis, beating him in straight 
sets. The fans in New York were 
anticipating a dream match 
between McEnroe and 17-year- 
old whiz kid Boris Becker, but 
the eighth seed performed 
poorly, losing to Nystrom in four 
sets. 
Although that match was lost, 
the semifinal war between 
McEnroe and another Swede, 
Mats Wllander made up for it. 
While students at Bowling 
Green were complaining about 
90 degree neat, these two battled 
it out for almost four hours in 116 
degree heat. It seemed as 
though neither would lose. 
Wllander, the third seed, 
looked in control early but 
McEnroe, after almost fainting 
in the fourth set, came from 
behind 0-2 to win. The climactic 
fifth set was won by McEnroe as 
the hometown crowd of 20,000 
cheered. 
Both players gained the 
respect of the fans and proved 
tennis players are in as good as 
shape as any athlete. 
The finals pitted the familiar 
pairing of McEnroe against 
Czechoslovakian Ivan Lendl. 
Unfortunately, the world did 
not see these top tennis players 
at their best. The finals came 
less than a day after both had 
played their semi's. 
Lendl had the definite 
advantage after playing an 
injured Jimmy Connors under 
the stars when the temperature 
• See US. Open, page 9. 
Your first 
18 months 
at EDS can 
make the 
past 4 year s 
pay off. 
Find out how at the EDS Open 
House — September 19th 
Your college education is the first step 
toward finding the career you want. 
Now Electronic Data Systems (EDS) 
Corporation can help put you years 
ahead of your contemporaries by offer- 
ing the comprehensive training you 
need to excel. As a world leader in infor- 
mation processing, EDS offers the most 
advanced developmental programs avail- 
able. You can find out more about these 
programs and the opportunities at EDS 
by attending our Career Open House to 
be held on your campus on Thursday, 
September 19,1985. 
Systems Engineering Develop- 
ment (SED) Program. Prepares you to 
be a Computer Programmer. Program- 
mer Analyst and Systems Analyst with 
emphasis on customer relations. 
Engineering Systems Develop- 
ment (ESD) Program. Involves you 
in software development for robotics, 
CAE/CAD/CAM/CIM, machine vision, 
manufacturing control systems, expert 
systems and simulation systems. 
Accounting and Financial Devel- 
opment (AFD) Program. Prepares 
you for diverse positions in corporate 
accounting and finance in an informa- 
tion processing environment. 
Systems Programmer Develop- 
ment (SPD) Program. Provides 
training in fundamental programming 
languages with the opportunity to 
design, implement and support EDS 
information processing applications. 
Preferred majors include Business, 
Engineering, Computer Science, Phys- 
ical Science and Mathematics. However, 
we will consider any other major with a 
strong interest in information processing 
and a technical aptitude. 
Don't miss out on our Open House. 
Let EDS show you how your first 18 
months on the job can make your 
coUege years pay off 
Plan now to attend the EDS Open 
House: 
Thursday, September 19 
7:00 to 10:00 RM. 
Presentations at 7:30 and 8:30 PJvl. 
Alumni Room 
Bring your mind to EDS. 
Electronic Data Systems Corporation 
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F 
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Ginley takes over in Falcons' net 
by Ron Fritz 
sports reporter 
When Brian McClure grad- 
uates, somebody is going to nave 
to fill his shoes. Whoever that 
person in that unrewarding pos- 
ition is, should talk to Falcon 
goalkeeper Terry Ginley. 
Ginley, a Junior, has had to 
replace Kim Bucher, who didn't 
quite have the pro marketability 
mat McClure has, but was one of 
the top goalkeepers in college 
soccer last season. 
Bucher, who led the Falcons to 
a 28-11-1 record in his two years 
a starting goalkeeper, holds f our 
Falcon records, including an 
amazing 12 shutouts and 0.69 
goals against average in 1983. 
"When Kim was here, every- 
body knew he was the number 
one goalie." Ginley said. "I 
knew I could play, but I had to 
wait two years to get the 
chance." 
The task of finding a replace- 
ment for Bucher has given 
coach Gary Palmisano more 
than a few gray hairs. In Ginley 
and freshman Jeff Vincent. 
Palmisano has two goalies of 
equal ability. 
"I liken the situation to the 
Dallas Cowboys' quarterback 
situation," Palmisano said. "I 
had to take a cue from Tom 
Landry (Dallas' head coach) on 
bow to handle the situation. I 
had to play both of them to see 
who could handle the position. 
Terry has proven be can." 
GINLEY EARNED the start- 
ing position with an impressive 
showing in the nets in the Toledo 
Trust/BGSU Soccer Cup last 
weekend. Ginley allowed Just 
three goals in BG's 2-1 victory 
over Creighton and 2-2 tie with 
Richmond. 
"I had a lot of confidence after 
the Creighton game," he said. 
"It really felt good." 
Following the strong perfor- 
mance in the tournament, Gin- 
ley now sports 1-1-1 record, with 
16 saves and a 2.17 goals against 
average. Despite the good show- 
ing, Ginley wants to keep 
workng hard to improve. 
"I have to keep proving that 
Terry Ginley 
I'm ready to play," Ginley said. 
"I have to keep pushing myself 
because I know there is some- 
body behind me who wants to 
play." 
After graduating from Ak- 
ron's Firestone High School, 
Ginley came to BG as a fullback. 
"When I came here I wasn't 
sure where I'd play," he said. 
"If they would need a goalie, 
they say put on your equipment, 
but if they needed a fullback, I'd 
play there." 
IT WAS AT the end of his 
freshman year when Ginley was 
BG News/Alex Horvath 
converted to a full-time goal- 
keeper. Ginley saw action in 
three games last season, posting 
a 2-0 rcord with a 1.86 goals 
against average. 
"When I got the chances to 
play I was nervous," the ac- 
counting major said. "But after 
the first time I played I really 
felt comfortable, even though I 
knew it would only be a short 
time before Kim was back in 
goal." 
An advantage for Ginley is his 
quickness, especially in one-on- 
one situations. 
The Brothers of 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
congratulate their 
NEW JR. EXEC OFFICERS 
, 
Alumni Relations 
Asst. Rush 
Chaplin 
Chronicler 
Faculty Relations 
Greek Week Rep. 
House Artists 
House Improvements 
House Manager 
I.F.C. Rep. 
Asst. Rep. 
Philanthropy Chair 
Pledge Educator 
Asst. Educator 
Public Relations 
Ritual 
Scholarship 
Social Chairmen 
Sound System 
Spirit/Greek Events 
Sports Chair 
Wardens 
4>A 
Craig Hooks 
Paul Harvey 
Jeff Phillips 
Darren Hall 
Kirk Willburger 
Rick Atkinson 
Darren Hall & Jim Kronenberger 
Kevin Carlisle 
Greg Buehler 
Jay Gummere 
Rich Muccid 
Jeff Phillips 
Paul Evans 
Bob Cook 
Tom Jackse 
Tom Jackse 
Roger O'Connor 
Sam Travallino & Dave Clarke 
Darren Hall & Paul Harvey 
Rick Atkinson 
John Janssens 
Scott Barr & James Lewis 
Brothers 
'Terry possesses quickness 
on getting down on shots," 
Palmisano said. "He really liv- 
ery good on taking on a player 
one-on-one." 
Though he won't admit his 
height u a disadvantage, the 5- 
foot-11 Ginley might wish he 
were taller. 
"My height doesn't hinder 
me,"hesaidT"Jeff (Vincent) is 
84 and Kim was 6-1. Height 
helps on crossing passes, but 
I'm not too short. An extra inch 
or two wouldn't hurt." 
For now, Ginley is not looking 
past this upcoming weekend, 
when the Falcons travel to Las 
Vegas Friday to face the sev- 
enth-ranked team in the nation, 
University of Nevada at Las 
Vegas. BG then plays tough San 
Diego State the next day. 
"It is going to be challeng- 
ing." Ginley said. "We want to 
make a good showing. We want 
to win, but if we don't we at least 
want to play good." 
Palmisano, a former Falcon 
goalie, knows what it's like to be 
a goalie. 
"A goalie's mistakes are no- 
ticed by everyone because the 
ball ends up in the back of the 
net," he said. "He is either the 
hero or the goat." 
|Bengals 
add new 
attack 
CINCINNATI (AP) - Cin- 
cinnati Bengals Coach Sam 
Wyche saysnemay use what 
be calls a "flip formation" at 
Sunday's game in St Louis. 
He used the formation in 
last Sunday's 28-24 loss to the 
Seattle Seahawks. Wyche put 
wide receivers Cris 
Collinsworth and Eddie 
Brown on the same side of the 
field and Seattle double-cov- 
ered the two speedsters. 
"You're somewhat limited 
in what you can do because 
you've got only one guy stand- 
ing in the backfield/' he said. 
Wyche said he may stick 
with the theory of using a 
formation till a team stops it. 
"The theory that counters it 
Is that you're going to the well 
once too often when you play 
that strategy, but who knows 
when the next time is?" 
U.S. Open 
(Continued from page 8) 
was considerably cooler. 
Meanwhile, McEnroe was 
visibly drained. 
McEnroe, never at a lost for 
words, was perturbed. 
"It's a major injustice to play 
two straight days,   McEnroe 
said."... TV controls 
everything. I'd rather take less 
money and screw TV." 
The ladles side of things was 
equally exciting. 
Perenial bridesmaid Hana 
Mandlikova, finally won the big 
one. She went against all odds 
and defeated the sports 
dominant females Martina 
Navratilova and Chris Evert 
Loyd. 
With competition like this, 
tennis may soon shake its elite 
image and be enjoyed by one 
and all This is peat. How could 
you not be excited? 
Okay. I admit it's a notch 
better than watching "Destroy 
All Monsters." 
„ , 5 
/MfjAnk*  Urge One Item Pizza 
H.50 Extra Items 50* 
Inside Only     Thurs. Only 
352-3551    With Coupon   352-3551 
Saturday, Sept. 14 
Noon-6:00 P.M. 
College Park 
(Behind Offenhauer Towers) 
FOOD-GAMES-BEER-POP-BANDS 
^fmerican  ffoise 
Knutnm in  rf/otion 
itdiae ^teve ana the rfetd 
a 8 brought to you by 
THE UNIVERSITY ACTIVITIES ORGANIZATION 
SIGMA CHI FRATERNITY 
THETA CHI FRATERNITY 
FOOD OPERATIONS 
Rain Sight- Lenhart Grand Ballroom, Union 
LMust show picture ID to purchase beer. 
\ 
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Ohio county appeals for money 
JACKSON, Ohio (AP) - Offi- 
cials here yesterday appealed to 
the state to help them out of a 
flpfliwini bind that threatens to 
close the jail and other offices in 
Jackson County by the end of the 
month. 
But the three-member county 
commission refused yet another 
time to enact an emergency 1 
percent sales tax, and Commis- 
sion President Edward Michael 
said things are looking glum. 
"I even went to a Danker to 
borrow on next year's taxes," 
Michael said. "I was turned 
down." 
Rodney Winters, deputy 
county auditor, said the county's 
$1.8 million 1965 budget is now 
about $200,000 in the red and that 
most county offices will have to 
close by month's end because 
there wul be no money to pay the 
estimated 40 workers whose sal- 
aries come from the county gen- 
eral fund. 
Five employees were laid off 
last week for lack of money, and 
three workers in the county title 
office remain on the job only 
because local car dealers and 
other business people have 
agreed to donate $1,550 weekly 
to pay their salaries. The title 
office processes automobile ti- 
tles. 
SHERIFF  EDGAR Hayburn 
says he will have to lay off 13 of 
17 Jailers, deputies and other 
sheriff's employees and move 
about a dozen prisoners to jails 
in nearby counties. But other 
counties are reluctant to take 
the extra prisoners, Hayburn 
said, because their jails are al- 
ready overcrowded. 
AAeadowview Courts 
Apartments 
Call now at 352-1195 
• One Bedroom Furnished 
$225 plus gas and electric 
• Two Bedroom Unfurnished 
$265 plus gas and electric 
Landlord pays water and sewage 
All residents have the privilege to use 
The Cherrywood Health Spa located at 
8*1 and High St. 
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-4:30 214 Napoleon Rd. 
1
 Special Event' 
INTERNATIONAL 
COFFEE HOURS 
Time/ 2p.m, Sept. 12,1985 
Merwc: Comm. Off'Campus Cerier 
(Basement of Moseley) 
Entertainment  1 Snacks 
Organized by; World Student 
Association & COCO. 
"We've got an awful problem 
here - nobody wants my prison- 
ers," Hayburn said. 
Law-abiding citizens also are 
feeling the pinch in this southern 
Ohio county of 30,000. about 80 
miles south of Columbus. Some 
SO divorce proceedings remain 
on hold because the county re- 
corder cannot process them, and 
even property transfers nave 
been bottlenecked. 
"I almost feel like moving out 
of the county and selling my 
house," said Karen Humphreys, 
a Jackson store clerk. "But you 
can't sell." 
Unaffected by the budget 
problems so far have been the 
county Common Pleas and Mu- 
nicipal courts, whose judges is- 
sued court orders to ensure their 
appropriations. 
ON MONDAY, Common Pleas 
Judges Thomas Mitchell and 
Thomas DeLay and Municipal 
Judge Roy Gilliland ordered 
commissioners to find J57.520.20 
to fund for the rest of the year 
the sheriffs department and 
some functions of the auditor, 
recorder, treasurer and clerk of 
courts offices. 
Judges later said they would 
rescind the order if commission- 
ers OK'd an emergency 1 per- 
cent sales tax, but the 
emergency measure - as it has 
almost weekly since April - 
failed yesterday because Com- 
missioner Marvin Keller voted 
against it. 
Before you make 
long distance commitment, 
make sure you know 
what you're getting into. 
If Fletcher Christian and Captain Bligh had 
known what being stuck in the same boat 
would mean, chances are neither would have 
set foot aboard. 
And if you're stuck in the same boat with a long 
distance company that doesn't give you all the 
services you need, it's easy to harbor mutinous 
thoughts. 
But when you pick AT&T as your long distance 
company, you know you're in for smooth sailing. 
You'll get trouble-free, reliable service. Immediate 
connections—even during the busiest hours. 
Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Day 
Rate on state-to-state calls. And operators to 
assist you with imj lediate credit for wrong 
numbers and collect calling. 
So when you're asked to choose a long distance 
company, sign aboard with AT&T. With AT&T Long 
Distance Service, you'll never be left stranded. 
Reach out and touch someone.'1 
© 1985 AI»T Communrcotioos 
AT&T 
The right choice. 
News 
Briefs 
Deaths unnecesary 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
man who led the expedition 
that found the sunken liner 
Titanic said yesterday he has 
"no doubt" the big loss of life 
could have been averted if 
another ship, the Californian, 
had moved to rescue the pas- 
sengers. 
Robert Ballard, chief scien- 
tist of the U.S.-French team, 
said the Californian was "in- 
side of 10 miles, perhaps as 
close as four miles," when the 
Titanic struck an iceberg 
April 14,1912. 
Ohio man missing 
LAKE PLACID, N.Y. (AP) 
- With forecasters predicting 
near-freezing temperatures 
overnight, searchers spent a 
fourth day yesterday looking 
without success for an autis- 
tic man lost in the Adirondack 
High Peaks region. 
Persistent rain and fog, 
along with rugged terrain, 
have hamperedw searchers 
with three tracking dogs who 
have looked for 19-year-old 
Ronald Adams of Ohio since 
Sunday. 
4 die in train crash 
VTSEU, Portugal (AP) - An 
express train bound for 
France collided with a do- 
mestic passenger train near 
this central Portuguese town 
yesterday, killing at least 
four people, the Portuguese 
National Railway said. 
Several of the cars involved 
in the crash were on fire and 
other casualties were ex- 
pected, railway officials 
there said. 
Cocaine runner dies 
KNOXVTLLE, Tenn. (AP) - 
A heavily armed parachutist, 
wearing a bulletproof vest 
and carrying $14 million 
worth of cocaine, fell to his 
death in a residential drive- 
way early yesterday when his 
chute failed, police said. 
The victim was identified 
as Andrew Carter Thornton 
H, of Paris, Ky. Police had no 
further information about the 
man. Detective Charles Cole- 
man said the death appeared 
to be an accident. 
Satellite hits target 
GREENBELT, Md. (AP) - 
A hardy little satellite glided 
unscathed yesterday through 
the tail of a comet and tem- 
peratures of one-half million 
degrees in the first on-the- 
spot sampling of a comet in 
human history. It found tur- 
bulent electrical activity but 
surprisingly little dust. 
The satellite, called the In- 
ternational Cometary Ex- 
plorer, intercepted the comet 
Giacobini Zinner 44 million 
miles above Earth. 
Texas man executed 
HUNTSVTLLE, Texas (AP) 
- Charles Rumbaugh was put 
to death by poison injection 
early yesterday for mur- 
dering a jeweler when he was 
17 years old, the first execu- 
tion in more than two decades 
for a crime committed by 
someone under the age of 18. 
Rumbaugh, 28, was pro- 
nounced dead at 12:27 a.m. 
CDT, said Jim Mattox, the. 
state attorney general. 
Dole helps in search 
WASHINGTON (AP) -Dole 
Foods said yesterday it will 
seek to raise $250 000 to help 
missing and exploited chil-. 
dren through a coupon pro- 
motion in major newspapers 
this month. 
For every coupon or refund 
offer redeemed by custom- 
ers, the company said it will 
contribute 5 cents to the Na- 
tional Center for Missing and 
Exploited Children, an infor- 
mation center financed in 
part by the Justice Depart- 
ment. 
Strikers get benefits 
HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) - 
The state Department of La- 
bor and Industry decided yes- 
terday to award jobless 
benefits to striking Wheeling- 
Pittsburgh Steel Corp. work- 
ers, a spokesman said. 
Benefits will be paid to 
about 500 claimants and the 
department, a labor spokes- 
man said yesterday.  
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Filibuster-buster 
attempt blocked 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
Republican-controlled Senate 
yesterday refused for the sec- 
ond time to end a filibuster 
blocking legislation that 
would slap tougher economic 
sanctions against white-ruled 
South Africa than President 
Reagan has imposed. 
The Democratic-led assault 
on the filibuster failed on a 
dramatic roll call of 57-41 - 
three votes shy of the 60 
needed - with GOP leaders 
lobbying to get their way in 
the well of the Senate while 
several black House mem- 
bers looked on from the rear 
of the chamber. 
Republicans said they 
would seek to postpone a final 
vote on the measure for seve- 
ral months, until the impact 
of Reagan's sanctions can be 
gauged in racially segregated 
South Africa. Democrats 
vowed to continue their fight 
for the bill, and another vote 
is likely today. Reagan says 
he will veto the bill if it 
"This is no longer an issue 
of what's good for South Af- 
rica. It's a raw political is- 
sue," said Senate Majority 
Leader Robert Dole of Kan- 
sas in an appeal for GOP 
senators to close ranks. 
HE PLEDGED to seek a 
final vote on the measure "if 
there's any slippage, if 
there's any turning back" by 
Reagan, who abandoned his 
longtime opposition to sanc- 
tions Monday. 
But Sen. Edward Kennedy, 
D-Mass., said after the vote 
that Democrats would suc- 
ceed in winning a vote on the 
measure by the end of the 
year, and aides said an at- 
tempt might be made to at- 
tach it to another piece of 
legislation if today's vote falls 
short. 
Forty-six Democrats and 11 
Republicans voted to choke 
off the filibuster. Senate Mi- 
nority Leader Robert Byrd of 
West Virginia was the only 
Democrat voting on the other 
side, and an aide said he did 
so to permit him to demand a 
reconsideration of the roll 
call. That reconsideration 
was tabled, and thus killed, 
on a 50-48 vote. 
THE MINI MALL BEAUTY SALON 
Located at 190 S. Main 
332-763* 
WELCOMES BACK B.C.S.U. STUDENTS 
Full line of service for men & women 
Buys 18ils Haircuts 
S6 
Includct wot and dry cuff 
Our Talent Goes To Your Head 
■ »*       -       -       "       **       ** **— 
CLUB SOCCER 
Practice 
Tuesday & Thursday 
6:30 p.m. 
Intramural Field 
For more information 
call 372-1738 
Uftd*'C'*du4it Siuflfni Go»f"cfni_ ELECTIONS 
Applications are available 
for on and off campus 
district representatives 
Due: September 18,1985 
Available: 405 Student Services 
BLACK STUDENT UNION 
Elections 
Elections 
Elections 
SEPTEMBER 13,1985 
in 
UNIVERSITY UNION 
Laws passed to encourage savings 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Legis- 
lation giving certain banks and 
thrifts two years to obtain fed- 
eral deposit insurance was an- 
nounced yesterday by an Ohio 
congresswoman, who wants to 
bolster the faith of depositors. 
"I'm concerned about the fact 
that what happened in Ohio 
should not happen in any other 
state that stul has those pro- 
S-ams," said Rep. Mary Rose 
akar, D-Ohio. "This important 
step will spare the consumers of 
our nation the trauma and worry 
that their life savings are in any jeopardy." 
Dakar's bill would require 
non-federally insured institu- 
tions to apply for federal deposit 
insurance within 90 days after 
the measure is enacted and to 
obtain federal insurance within 
two years or lose the authority to 
accept or hold any deposit. 
The congresswoman, a mem- 
ber of the House Banking Com- 
mittee, said her bill would affect 
691 institutions in 10 states hold- 
ing J30.37 billion in deposits. 
Privately insured savings and 
loan institutions in both Ohio and 
Maryland have suffered runs on 
deposits. Gov. Richard Celeste 
was forced to temporarily close 
69 privately insured thrifts in 
Ohio after runs sparked by the 
closing of the former Home 
State Savings Bank in Cincin- 
nati. 
"YOU RUN the risk of having 
another crisis in a state, which 
would really be devastating, I 
think, to the entire industry," 
Oakar said. 
The congresswoman said the 
affected institutions would be 
required to go through the nor- 
mal regulatory process and 
guarantee to federal regulators 
that they are in good financial 
condition. Those that fail to 
gualify would have to merge or 
find some other avenue, she 
Oakar said her bill will not 
place a strain on the federal 
deposit insurance system and 
that she believes the measure 
will be a priority item for the 
banking committee. 
Eric Hemel, director of the 
Federal Home Loan Bank 
Board's Office of Policy and 
Economic Research, told the 
committee that earnings by 
members of the Federal Savings 
and Loan Insurance Corp. in the 
second quarter of 1985 were the 
most profitable quarterly re- 
sults since 1979. 
"It has become increasingly 
evident that earnings in the 
thrift industry will reach im- 
pressive heights this year and 
could set significant records if 
interest rates remain at moder- 
ate levels." Hemel said in testi- 
mony to the panel. 
HOWEVER, HEMEL noted 
that one theory is that risk-hun- 
gry institutions will create a 
financial "rip current," pulling 
other depository institutions to- 
ward greater risk as well. 
"By the end of 1964, we at the 
board were not encouraged that 
the trends we were seeing in the 
savings institution industry 
would necessarily moderate in 
the near future," he said. 
The board has asked Congress 
to grant it the authority to im- 
pose risk-related deposit insur- 
ance premiums and to enhance 
its power over the activities of 
state-chartered savings institu- 
tions, he said. 
s$rtt7^4aa£tot^ \ 
C>       Starting as low as luCj> 
10." per day 10* per mile 
Must be 21 yrs. old 
® SMITH AUTO SALES 17715 N. Dixie HWY.    352 4324 
THE STUDENT ATHLETIC 
BOARD - THE STUDENT 
VOICE IN BGSU ATHLETICS 
Accepting applications for the 1985-86 school year. 
Applications available at 405 Student Services and 
Memorial Hall Ticket Office. All applications are due 
at either location by Tuesday, September 17. 
For More Information call: 
Kevin McHugh Jim Kovatch 
37M054 352-4415 
th Friday the 13 
is your Lucky Day 
Big Savings   #^ 
at ^* 
KLEVERS JEWELRY 
Thur. 10-8 Sat. 10-5 
Mon., Tues., Weds, Fri. 10-8   125 N. Main St. 
CRMPU5 FILMS 
BIEVIERLY 
HILLS 
WATERSHIP 
DOWN 
Thurs., Sept. 12 
8:00 p.m. 
Gish Theater 
Frw 
FriJSat.Sepl.13 414 
8:00,10:00, Midnight 
Main Auditorim 
$1.50 
WIBGSU 
ID 
Howard's club H 
• VOTED BEST BAR IN B.G. • 
Tonight - last night for 
RELIK 
Tonight 
September 12 
210 N. MAIN NO COVER 
Pdgliars 
^J       Pizza • Pasta • Suds 
free deliver* alter turn 
945 S Main      352-7571 
Free 32 oz. 
Mug of Coke 
with any 7" Sub 
Free Delivery w/coupon 
Try our fabulous subs and keep this 32 01. plauk collectors Coke Mug 
full of Coke free. Offer limned while supplies lut. 
50«OFF 
any Taco or Vegetarian 
Salad 
PAGUAI'S »,. rx-,:..„ 352-7571 
. I 
Your Choice of Any 
Mexican Combo 
or Grand Burrito + 
a Margarita for $4.96 
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PLACEMENT SCHEDULE 
September 12, 1986  
Attention Senkxe 1 Graduate Students 
mtervlaweig Workshop 
September 12. IM5 
121 West Hal 
 8.30 p m.  
CAMPUS AND CITY EVENTS 
APCS MEMBERSHIP DRIVE 
BA LOBBY 
SEPTEMBER 5-13 
9 AM -4 P.M. 
 JOK TODAY  
Aneneon  M Freshmen Elementary EduceSon 
Ma|or>   You an aweed to • reception apon- 
■and by lw BmnHiy Education Sludant 
Advaory Board. 
Sunday September 15, 1985 
at 7:00 p.m. 
In ■>■ Cornmunay SuM ol IW Unton 
Looking tor people to help organize a ouR-to- 
daaafc Tn group. QnWonan. 364-6878. 
OPEN AUOITION 
raOAMOMOLE. Modem Dane* Company 
sad. is. isas 
1:00 p.m. 
201 Heyea 
Oanoara must bo experienced performers with 
to arrM 30 Mnutaa prior to audaMn Worms- 
aon: 362-7808.  
LOST AND FOUND 
mmm BLUE waaBawtAiiiR a FRE8CPJ»- 
no* BUawmiMi M POUCH, PLEABC 
LEAVE  BUI— AT UMON  INFO  DCSK. 
ALL YOUR TYPMO NEEDS 
PROMPT ANO PROFESSIONAL 
CALL CLARA 362-4017 
Pastes s Sawing and »—aeons 
C^pVyVWIQ fTKJaM   D# CasMf l 
 Phone 362-7268  
RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS 
pralesstoraaV witaen lor al Sales 
i. 362-3744 
PERSONALS 
ALPHA OUT* 
ALPHA DEL TI 
ALPHA DEL T8 
RIDES 
FM out oral OWA la al about   lal meeeng 
Tuesday. Sap)  17  800 p.m  m 121 Waal 
Hat  
FMA aKtajEMSMP DRIVE 
SEPT. 12, 13. M. HOME EC. BUUNNa DOCS 
HOO. OPEN TO ALL MAJOW.  
'■'MTEWIATrOMrU. BUSINESS"" 
ASSOCIATION 
student Oiaaalianoae Fair. Tuaaday. Sep- 
tember 17. 11 00 am - 3:00 p.m. Coma to 
ma I.B.A. boodi. Wa .a anawar al your 
quoaauna. Saa how you can hava a doable 
major in Ml Pueeissa without having touu 
aatra couraaa. 
mda naadad to BG from Cteveleno wee Sunday 
Oapaarabar 16. Cal 364-3406.  
Rkta Jiapiialilj  naadad to Cokimbua araa. 
weekend of 9/13 Cal Banaa al 364-1816. 
I  NEED  ROES  FROM   TOLEDO TO  BO . 
FRIDAYS 8 SATURDAYS (MORNINGS), AND 
BO  TO  TOLEDO  ON  SAME   DAYS (LATE 
AFTERNOONSI WSJ. HELP WITH GAS CALL 
MARLA 362-2877: LEAVE NAME 8 PHONE 
CARPOOL WANTED - WEST OR SOUTH 
TOLEDO. 8-6 M-F 
CALL UNDA 2-2183 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Alpha XI s — Dtttty Day* an coming — ara you 
see. :  
ATTBMTKJN EVtHYONni 
WHO  WOULD  M   MORE   PERFECT   FOR 
8*2414  CM   DERBY   DAY*   SWEETHEART 
THAN    OMOY    8CHAEFER?    VOTE    FOR 
8CHAtT T0OAT1 THE BQ'a  
RUBH BETAS 7:80 
BETATHETAPI 
 WUBH BETAS 7:88  
F.K.U.C. and R.P.J. on yaw 
THE WASHUGTON CENTER BVTERNSH»> - 
DONT ORADUATE WTTHOUT IT! Al meters, 
M crarjl. scrxxershlp avaaabu. job contacts 
David Hoard horn the Waahington Canlar wl 
Mi you about Internefapa In Washington. DC 
- THURS . SEPT 18 AT 3.30 p.m TOWN 
ROOM. UMON For more Wo contact 372- 
8202. 231 AdmmatraBorii Bfclg. 
Entoy  Happy  Lira auooaaa rjaautaul 
SMnl tfa al your*. Fraa Raport. Mr I lappnaaa. 
Boa 223, AH Sprga, FL 32716  
FOOTS TYPING 
St/page (OS) on campua pick-up 4:00 p.m. 
889-2678  
LSAT ■ ' ORE 
CLUB SOCCER — Anyona Interestsd, practice 
la Tuaaday t Thuradry. 6:30 p m , Intramural 
FtaM Oil 372-1738 tor more inlormaaon. 
• MCAT • QMAT ■
• CP A RE VIEW 
STATE NURSING BOARDS — NCLEX 
KPALAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER 
NO. 1 In TEST PREPARATION 
[419) 636-3701 TOLEDO, OH 
PORTABLE TCtLET RENTAL 
Free pickup 1 detvsry 
362-7318 
DeSa Zssa Pledgee- 
Watooma to our ssrtsrhoodl Wa ara ao proud ot 
youl Oat raady for a tun and apactal yaarl 
lota ol Lovo-Your Data Zete Slatare  
DONTMB8rT 
Pl KAPPA PHTS COKE AND POKER 
RUSH PARTY TOMOHT 7:30 
■IVWOIaWBITAL WTtJaMT OWOUP 
Carna gat taaaliadl Wa ar« ba having our 
Brat meeting Than. Sapt II at 7:00 p-m. In 
111 Mayaa Ha«. Wa writ ba planning aa Oct. 
naap a HI  
ONLY 1 DAY* urn 
OrwDtTATMN BOARD APPLICATIONS 
DUE PWOAY, tn TlaBUII18, 1888 
rrs TTtAornoN 
THE XO-SAE HIGH SOOETY RUSHI OUR 
NEW XO PLEDGES ARE EXCITED TO MEET 
THESE MEN THEY HAVE HEARO SO MUCH 
ABOUT.  
JOMTHE 
CAMPUS LEADERS 
RUSH 
DELTA TAU DELTA 
IT'S A GOOD TIME 
FOR THE GREAT TASTE 
HOURS OPEN: 
Sunday thru Wednesday 6 a.m. thru 1 a.m. 
Thursday. Friday & Saturday 6 a.m. thru 3 am. 
Breakfast served thru 10:30 a.m. 
1470 E. WOOSTER ST.       BOWLING GREEN 
^^^^§^^===^^1^^ ^Smfort. 
l THNX HCLrSE ABOUT DOE TO 
ft HrWCUT THERE. SALLY 
RALLY? I THOUGHT V 
MBHT uTT IT OUT 
AraiTAw... 
r"The BG News" .Classified Information. Mail-In Form 
DEADLINE: Two days prior to pubacaHon no later than 4 p.m. 
(BG News not responsible tor postal service delays) 
RATES: per ad are 60' per line, $1.60 minimum. 
50* extra per ad tor bold type. 
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line. 
PREPAYMENT is required tor al non-university related business and individuals. 
NOTICE: The News will not be responsible for error due to illegibility or Incomplete InloTTnatJon. Please 
come to 214 West Hal Immediately it there is an error in your ad. The news wi not be 
responsible tor typographical errors in classified ads tor more than two consecutive Insertions. 
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM 
Name  
Address _ . 
Social Security # or Account #  
(For bang purposes only) 
Please print your ad dearly, EXACTLY how you with It to appear: 
(Circle words you wish to appear In bold type)  
Phone # 
Classification In which you with your ad to appear 
       Campua & City Events*   
       Lost & Found   
       Rides   
       Services Offered   
       Personals 
•Campus/City Event sde are published free of charge for one day for a non-profit event or meeting only. 
Wanted 
Help Wanted 
For Sale 
For Rent 
Dates of Insertion 
j     Total number of days. 
K  
Mai to: (On or Cm Campus Mai) 
The BG News 
214 West Hal BGSU 
Bowing Green, Ohio 43403 
(Checfca payable to BG News) 
Phone: 372-2601 
ONLY t DAYS LEFTI 
OeaWTATION aOABO APPLICATIONS 
DUE nt-DAY, StPTltSaaP, 18,1888 
■UaHTHaTTACM 
NU8H THETA CM 
WUBM TM8TTA CHI 
Lorl   Qarkan    Congrahaaaona   on  your   an- 
gagiannl u SMval Wa oara xalahgl Baal ot 
aiok lo "Via parlact oourjat"! 
Lowa, your Daa O— a 
Loot 
Jaana N TNhoa 831 Wdpa 
MOACT CLUB — Expand your nroliaatonal 
notarial Sign up now In tf» BA lobby Ragla- 
aaaon: 8apt 4 SVouBtl Sapt. 13, 9:00-4:30. 
Uea APPLICATIONS ABE AVA8JUJU IN 
488 STUDENT SERVICES 
0ETaW0tVTOAN0>llU«APa?a»3aa»|CE 
- USO NEEDS YOUI - 
APPUCATIONS ABE NOW AVAILABLE FOB 
ON AND OFF-CAMPUS HEPSI APPLICATIONS 
DUE WEDNESDAY. SEPT. 18, AT 8 P.M M 
408 STUDENT SERVICES! GET INVOLVED IN 
THE STUDENT VOICE AT BQ8UI USOII 
WANTED - A aaaat, c8.raia»a. aanarUta, 
iNi i ■■ i Hanli. Af iwt Baaaan _ m,, 
■aa Ma ary Wa. Contact NEL8 at 841 Branv 
Baaa.  
BUBHTHETACHI 
BUBN THETA CrS 
 aUSM TMBTA CM 
HEY KAPPA SOS, 
OET READY TO KJCK-OFF A WEEKEND TO 
REMEMBER WE'RE GONNA PARTY AND 
DANCE ALL NIGHT TOGETHER PHI MU AND 
KAPPA SK3. A COMBINATION THAT'S 
OREAT. SO GET PSYCHED TO JAM, WE'LL 
SEE YOU AT EWHTI 
BUSH BETAS 7:»0 
BETATHETAPI 
BU8M BETAS 7:88 
Pay MuataaJ CMra ma UraM Way — al 3:30 
Saturday  during  F M  Faal In CoBaga  Park 
Prttaa. QuBona. mualc, and FUN1II  
Prsaal BUBonal MuMcl Funl THE UNITED 
WAYIM Yaa —UnBad Way muataal oraara wfl 
ba Saturday at 3:30 during Fat Faal In Co8aga 
Part Batwal  
RUSH BETAS 7:80 
BETATHETAPI 
BUSH BIT AS 7:80  
BUBM A FMTBMSJTY WHERE BROTMM- 
HOOO IS MORE THAN JUST A WORD. 
RUBH PI KAPPA PHI TONrOHT 7:80  
Ruah 
PWDaaa Thata 
 801 E. Pfca SWat  
RUSHPSXE8I 
MEET THE PKE RUSH (UPASI 
 RU8HPBCESI  
Saa Bookai. MBar and RobMon In Andarson 
Anna Ma wnar. Ordar your Al-Sporta Paaa 
today lor BO aaakaSMI aacBon.  
I I naad to danoa lor you. 
Paraaa. OMhdaya. and arnaS gat togalhar. ara 
my apaoafty Mak dancar For owra Mo. 372- 
3482.  
Looking tor paopla to orgarala a cuft-to-caaak: 
BBI group. Oratotian. 364-8878.  
PLANNED PARENTH0O0 
OFNWCMO 
820 N. Mam St , BO 
ConSdanltoVpaoKnal cara 
Spadal Ratoa BQSU aludanta 
Convanlant Appoaitmanai 
364-3640 
RUSH THETA CM 
THE OFF CAMPUS ALTERNATIVE 
710 7th 81 
CALL FOR BaPES 88*4804 
Jaana N Tranaa 631 Padua 
STUDIO 12 WOULD LIKE TO WELCOME OUR 
NEWEST ROOMATE, AMY P1ESON. DUE TO 
HER THETA CM-DELTA ZETA LAVAUERINQ 
TO BLAKE CUSHNA: 
THE PHE8. THETA CM P.W. CLUB  
Th. Brolhars ol Sigma Alpna Epaton wouk) ake 
to conrjratulata Sam Andaraon and Unda Egg- 
art on ma Dan Gamma/Slg AJpn Pinning 
Phi Atom Sambo  
PNBata Lambda 
Mura bualnaaa laadara 
MambaraNp drtva In BA. lobby 
coma toll Ola natton'a argaal and 
moat prolaaaluiaa organaaaton 
Ovar 1 nSBon mambora. Stop 
by Bw BA lobby and ohack 
ua out it mtoraasad 362-1480 
Thump, Thump 
Thump, Thump 
Thump, Thump 
Todd Hardy 
Thais a formal Invitation to SW AJpn. XI Fal 
Faanar I wB ba In touch wan you by tha and ol 
toe*. 
AL 
AtohsWDaaa  
PKE RUSH 
TOMOHTI (7:30-9 p.m.) PIKE HOUSEI 
Warm up Mh m. Daa Oaaa (attar Ruth) 
Cal (362-0848) lor rtdaa.  
NO ONE LEAVES KOHL HALL ALONEII 
2nd NEW ESCORT SERVICE ANYONE- 
ANYT1ME-ANYWHERE ON CAMPUSI 
NO CHAROEt CALL 2-8042 FOR INFO. 
 COURTESY OF TUB.  
AMY BABY, 
Happy 18th Btrthdayt Hava a graat waakand 
and «a1 caNOrata whan I gat old anough. 
THANKS tor balng auch a baat Irtand. I bva ya. 
Naxt waakand It's Mmnaaota far aura. Lova, 
Your traa roonaa and loyal (H. am) Wand. 
LaurkiBaby  
kinko-s 
BACK TO KINKO'S 
Stop in 
at Kinko's 
today! 
Hours: 
Mon.-Thurs. 7:30-10:00 
Fri. 730-6:00 
S«. 9:00-6:00 
Sun. 12:00-8:00 
325 E. Wooster       354-3977 
Attention Sophomores 
If your received a 3.5 GPA in the first 
semester of your freshman year (1984-85) 
or a 3.5 GPA for the year, you are eligible 
to become a member of 
Alpha Lambda Delta 
National Freshman Honor Society 
It's a great way to recognize 
your achievements and make new friends! 
For more information contact Residence Life, 
425 Student Services Building, or call 
372-2151 by Monday Sept 16 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe 
ACROSS 
1 GantW 
5 Asian Inland 
saa 
B " al Arms": 
Waugh novel 
12 Cats* for small 
articles 
13 Inclination 
14 Garden Nature 
15 Bloke 
16 Learning loci 
18 Tell was one' 
20 Comas back 
21 Madal winners 
23 Salem has one 
24 crow 
(Black vulture) 
26 Fights back 
30 Altar assent 
31 Plant call 
33 Waiting In the 
wings 
34 Slip-up 
36 Place for some 
tonic 
36 Rubberneck 
38 Weapons, In 
France 
41 Compassion 
43 Asian holiday 
44 Garage deals 
46 Track tipsters 
48 Small one 
49 Trojan hero 
50 With Insight 
54 Common 
Market area 
57 Attics, e.g 
SB Kind ol food or 
music 
60 Counterweight 
61 Prides'quarters 
62 Before present 
or potent 
63 At sll 
64 Solutions 
65 Concordes 
DOWN 
1 Bucksor cycle 
starter 
2 Route tot Nero 
3 Cafeterias,eg 
4 Ins  
(confused) 
5 The whole 
6 Sounds from 
grandstands 
7 Church section 
8 Rent payer 
9 Synthesizer 
developer 
10 Salinger lass 
11 River Into 
Moray Firth 
13 Rasping 
sounds 
14 around 
(acting up) 
17 ——-Japanese 
War: 1904-5 
19 Discord deity 
22 Arden and Light 
24 Item In a 
humidor 
25 Dole on 
26 Connect 
27 Tourist accom- 
modations 
26 Elegant candle 
29 Small 
barracudas 
32 Actress 
Charlotte 
35 Reporter's 
output 
37 Method 
40 Blackboard 
42 Degas dress 
45 Swimmer 
Gertrude 
47 Sculptures 
49 Throat Done 
50 Dog In fllmdom 
51 Oliver's 
sidekick 
52 Mrs. Thatcher 
for one 
53 Library book, 
eg. 
55 Grid action 
56 NewHavenltes 
56 Envelope aoDr 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE: 
i.mm.i  UUMUM  niii.iij (JUU.J     Ul'll.lUH     LiUfJaf ■JHI.IMtMlJI.I.Ii;!    IIMIJU 
UI.II4UI.I    laMUlU    UUIIl'l 
r.iii.ii.iii   IIIIM 
Mil..IU    11(41 JUtll'l    illJII 
""Hal b m U  fl NE 1 N T II UlDfT do IN D S 
111414    I'J.BJJLXJI'J    UUtlH 
1.1114    lllli'lllll.l 
C A E HmS L 1 DIP,IEIA ST 5S5IM5 N £tM4 Tff 0 P. o E|I S c C kWk\t T 1 
FITTIBBTT s tYW*W 0 M 
8r*8S ■H ■ ii I* ;—jm Mi- 3~ " I    J IT 
m IT ImZ         J tp ^ ::ppp *L TT BT 
V ■ li  p* l-r TiL. itr l                      -f ir -r p1i '^wni B-           rr FT T ■" 
_■" LI a:. mu imk 
WANTED 
riSMe ly foe housing m Boarllag Oraen 
far Ml llstSSIIl. CaN 418847-8874 to mat. 
MALEI 
Seeking  2  good  looking.   weS  buB,  eexy, 
brunette B.Q. guys with outatanrjng personai- 
See ■ Wareeled. ceB B at 372-8612 or 
Kat 372-8711. 
Need 1 nnnmmsH lor house, own bedroom 
Incuts at 128 Byal or Cal 383-3308. Pets 
2 rma> wanted to ahara house Own bedroom. 
need lo turtasrt your own room. 363-0116. 
I em the vtcBm of a ha 1 run accident The car 
who hit m«v» la blue and » damaged on the right 
front bumper and/or fender. Rewerttf found. 
3624136. 
I NEED A KICKBOXINO PARTNER - MEDIUM 
TO FULL CONTACT BOXING SKILLS A MUST 
ALONG WITH YOUR OWN EQUIPMENT CALL 
2-6526 
HELP WANTED 
Babysmar needed. MWF 8-10:30: R 8-1. 
Please eel 362-4896. Relerertose required. 
Drivers Needed: Must have own car and be 19 
or older Apply In person at Dtjenedettue Sub 
Me Quick between 2-4 p m Monday through 
Friday. Nop 
Naad part Dme babysitter 3 days per week. 
Stop by 328 E Merry St evervnga between 
6-Bpm 
Marketing poaalona a aaahla Rapkty ex- 
panded cataS TV company • aeerotang tor eoS- 
moovaled hdMdussi lo work ki the aaaae t 
markeang department Ful S part tana posmOna 
available Musi be neat 8 personable Ratable 
tranaporMaton required Cal Kethy at 878 
8531 
Seeking experienced babyamar tor avenmga, 
»aakanda and Thuradays Plaaaa cal Mrs. 
Buchanan at 823-3315 Muat have car. 
CHRUCM CHOIR DIRECTOR 
First ChrtaOan Church 
(OMclplee of Chnet) 
Haakaia at Poo Roads. Inquire 9:00 a m.-3:30 
p.m., Phone 354-3989  
Attention Dietary Students 
We now have part time openings In our dietary 
dapt. We can work around your school ached- 
iSe Please apply Marts Care Center, 308 W 
Wooster, 353-7661. 
Babysitter lor 8 month old 9a.m-1 p.m. M-F 
Ctaee to campua. 353-1662. Even I only 
I .Mill a lew days, paaaae eel 
Chamaary and/or PhyaKe tutor needed 
Cal cosset. 0-691-9361 
Leave mssasQS, number  
FOR SALE 
Dt.nlaau 
My wMe look her stuff and moved to Va. Beech 
SeBng 50* of whata left. I've got what you 
need Come on down 634 N. Mam St (at E. 
Merry). Canceled It raining 9-4 on Sat. 14th. 
12-2 on Sun. 16th. 
Naxt lo New Shop haa suits, coats, alscks a 
laane, sNrta, sweaters, a blouses for everyone: 
houaawaraa, k>weay. Tuas. 10-4. Fri 1-7. St. 
Va School 
Moeee home, 2 bdrms . appaaricee 
N   of BO   neeeonabte. 882-2611  or 882 
1145. 
1965 Kaw 900 Now 3100 meee $4,000 or 
bast otter Muat sell Cal 436-8272 or 435 
4632 Ask lor Kan.   
1966 Buck Skylark 360 Dark blue, brand new 
Urea, eahauat. battery, brakes No rust — rune 
great, perfect school carl 8995 or beet otter 
372-5040 
SUSPENDED LOFT 
1 YEAR OLD $140 
GOOD CONDITION. CALL 372 1950 
For Sast   Psaltorm/bunk bed with or without 
matteae. Uravetety approved Cal 354-8486. 
78 Bukfc Opal. Rune very wel.  $900.00 
Phone 354-4117. 
Doubts size dorm or amal spt.-sbe refrigerator 
Exceeent condition $100.00 
Caiauanne at 364-1871 after 5:30 pm 
•76 Audi Fo« wSh 1980 engine  Good conat- 
ion. $800. Phone 353-8706. 
1972 Gremm. 3 sod Very dependable 
Must eel. 8325 or beet offer. 
3630871. 
Royal Ofllce Master Typewriter 
2 years: $100.00 or best offer 
Cal Beth. 352-9600. 
1976 SLVER SCtROCCO. AIR COND., AL- 
LOY WHEELS, FOG LIGHTS, NO RUST, RE- 
CENTLY PAINTED, WORKS GREAT1 $2,200. 
TEL 362-3287. 
SmaJ dorm refrigerator   Brand new.  Asking 
$66.00 Cal eventige 362-2347.  
For Sale - Cheap! Dlahwaaher 
Rugs - orange shag 10 « 14. gold 9 x 12~. 
green 9 x 12 Cal 362-1927. 
FOR SALE COLOR TV W EXCELLENT CON- 
DmON (ONE YEAR OLD) WITH REMOTE 
CONTROL PSCLUDINO TV TABLE ASKING 
FOR $260 OR BEST OFFER CALL AMRO OR 
ROBHTTAT 362-1620 EXT 213 OR 217. 
New soft frame fold-out sofa 
wah am/fm. 8 tack, 
$76 Cat 362-1299 
bed. $76 Stereo 
$ 2 
FOR SALE XEROX 820-1 personal computer. 
61.600.00 FWM Contact |37)2-72t>7 or 
362-1071. 
Red Vehet High Back Living Room Chair m 
good oondWon, $80, 362-0640  
PERFECT APARTMENT FUPJ4TTURE. 
Must sal aamedaSalyl Good prtoae. waaarbed, 
daak.   aatH ctsara.   boet'oasss,   hide-abed. 
I more.  Please cal $ leave your 
n get back ASAP  1-382-6746. 
FOR RENT 
3 room basement efficiency apartment wSh 
usaiss pskt. Aan, 2 bedroom apartment does 
s»UtSVecSaV, 362-6822  
WANTED ROOSAMATE FOR FALL ANOVON 
SPRfNG SEMESTER LOCATED CORNER OF 
881 AND HS3H - MT. VERNON APTS. CALL 
384-7710 ASK FOB PAUL OR BB-L 
Sub Isaee apartment at 222 S Coaage 
Ccraact Newtove Apts., 8. Maart, 382-6820 
